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LOCATION:A SOURCE OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Much like choosing a form of ownership and selecting particular sources of financing, the loca-
non decision has far-reaching and often long-lasting effects on a small company's future.
Entrepreneurs who choose their locations wisely—with their customers' preferences and their
companies' needs in mind—can establish an important competitive advantage over rivals who
choose their locations haphazardly. Because the availability of qualified workers, tax rates, the
quality of infrastructure, traffic patterns, and many other factors vary from one site to another,
the location decision is an important one that can influence the growth rate and the ultimate
success of a company.

The location selection process is like an interactive computer game where each,decision
opens the way to make another decision on the way to solving the puzzle. The answer to the
puzzle, of course, is the best location for a business. At each step in the dçcision process, entre-
preneurs must analyze how Well the characteristics of a particular location match the unique
requirements of their businesses. Because of their significant impact on a company, location
decisions can be difficult; however, like the interactive computer game,tIre are lots of clues
that guide entrepreneurs to the best decision. 	 -

The location decision process resembles a pyramid. The first level of the decisioo is the
broadest, requiring an entrepreneur to select a particular region of the country. (We will address
locating a business in a foreign country in Chapter 14, "Global Aspects of Entrepreneurship.")
From there, an entrepreneur must choose the right state, then the right city, and finally, the right
site within the city. The "secret" to selecting the ideal location lies in knowing which factors are
most important to a company's success and then finding a location that satisfies as many of
them as possible, particularly those that are most critical. For instance, one of the most itupor-
taft location factors for hi gh-tech companics is the avrilahllity ofaskilled labor force, and their

choice of location reflects this. If physically locating near customers is vital to a company's
success, then an entrepreneur's goal is to find a site that makes it most convenient for her target
customers to do business with the company.

David Chang, owner of Coastal cotton, a small retail chain specializing in casual cotton cloth-
ing, hasseen his compan y grow from a single sro,-e in Hialeah, Florida, to 12 locations in Out-
let centers across the Southeast and in California, Because Coastal cotton's pri?narv target is
bargain-hunting tourists, Chang choose.c locations with high concentrations of potential cus-
tomers. 'You have to know your customer base and be strategic about choosing sites," Chang
explains.!

The characteristics that make for an ideal location will often vary dramatically from one
company to another due to the nature of the business. In the early twentieth century, companies
looked for ready supplies of water, raw materials, or access to railroads: toda y, they are more
likely to look for sites that are close to universities and offer high-speed Internet access. In a
recent study of 50 metropolitan areas, Cognetics Inc. determined that the factors that made an
area most suitable for starting and growing small companies included access to dynamic uni-
versities, an ample supply of skilled workers, a nearby airport, and a high quality of life. 2 The
key to finding a suitable location is identifying the characteristics that can give a company a
competitive edge and then searching out potential sites that meet those criteria.

Choosing the Region

The first step in selecting the best location is to focus at the regional level. Which region of the
country has the characteristics necessary for a new business to succeed? Above all, the entre-
preneur must always place the customer first in her mind when deciding on a location. As with
the preceding example if yonr primary customers are bargain-hunting tourists, then the best
locations will be where such people gather. Logic demands that facts and figures—not per-
sonal preferences—lead an entrepreneur to choose the best location for a specific type of busi-
ness. Common requirements may include rapid growth in the population of a certain age
group, rising disposable incomes, the existence of necessary infrastructure, a nonunion envi-
ronment, and low costs. At the broadest level of the location decision, entrepreneurs usually
determine which regions of the country are experiencing substantial growth. Every year many
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popular business publications prepare reports on the various regions of the nation—which
ones are growing, which are stagnant, and which are declining. Studying shifts in population
and industrial growth will give an entrepreneur an idea of where the action is—and isn't. For
example, the following key demographics include: How large is the population? How fast is it
growing? What is the makeup of the overall population? Which segments are growing fastest?
Slowest? What is the population's income? Is it increasing or decreasing? Are other busi-
nesses moving into the region? If so, what kind of businesses? Generally, entrepreneurs want
to avoid dying regions they simply cannot support a broad base of potential customers. A
firm's customers will be people, businesses, and industry, and if it is to be successful, it must
locate in a place that is convenient to them.

One of the first stops entrepreneurs should make when conducting a regional evaluation is
the U.S. Census Bureau. Excellent sources of basic demographic and population data include
the U.S. Statistical Abstract and the County and City Data Book. The U.S. Statistical Abs tract
provides entrepreneurs looking for the right location with a multitude of helpful information,
ranging from basic population characteristics and projections to poverty rates and energy con-
sumption. Every state also publishes its own statistical abstract, which provides the same type
of data for its own population. The County and Cii',' Data Bonk cnntaps useful stati s tics on the
populations of all of the ftation'S3,14l counties and 12,175 cities with populations exceeding
2,500. In addition to the numerous publications it offers, the Census Bureau makes most of the
information contained initvaluable data banks available to entrepreneurs researching poten-
tial sites through its asy-toliSeWorkI Wide Web site (www.census.gov ). There entrepreneurs
can access for specific locations vital demographidihthrmation such as age, income, educa-
tional ievei, empiOyment level, occupation, ancestry, commuting times, housing data (house
value, number of rooms, mortgage or rental status, number of vehicles owned, and so on), and
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many other characteristics. Sorting through each report's 95 fields, entrepreneurs can prepare
customized reports on the potential sites they are considering. These Web-based resources give
entrepreneurs instant access to important site-location information that only a few years ago
would have taken many hours of intense research to compile

When Scott Fiore was looking for a location for his natural pharmacy, The Herbal Remedy, he
turned first to the demographic data from the U.S. Census Bureau. Not only did his analysis
provide him with a picture of the potential customers in each area, but it also pointed him to
Douglas County, Colorado. the fastest-growing county in the nation for the second year in a
row. The profile that emerged from the demographic data for the county was one of young,
affluent, well-educated residents, a perfect fit with Fiore 's definition of his target customer As
he drove around the area Fiore noticed that Douglas County and neighboring Arapaho County
were 'very sports-oriented, athletic places" which was also consistent with his target audi-
ence. More research led Fiore to the town of Littleton, which is conveniently located for cus-
tomers in both counties but offers relatively low rental rates.3

Other sources of demographic data include Sales and Marketing Management's Survey of

Bu,,ine Power Editor and Pyhllsher Market Guide, The American Marketplace:
Demographics and Spending Patterns, Rand McNally's Commercial Atlas and Marketing

Guide, and Zip Code Atlas and Market Planner. Published every September, the Survey of

Buying Power provides a detailed breakdown of population, retail sales, spendable income, and
other characteristics for census regions, states, metropolitan areas, counties, and cities. The sur-
vey includes highlights and summary sections, analyses of changes in metro markets, projec-
tions for metro markets, descriptions of newspaper and TV markets, and summaries of sales of
certain merchandise.

The Editor and Publisher Market Guide is similar to the Survey ofBuying Power but provides
additional information on markets. The guide includes detailed economic and demographic
information, ranging from population and income statistics to information on climate and trans-
portation networks for more than 1.500 key cities in both the United States and Canada.

The American Marketplace: Demographics and Spending Patterns provides useful demo-
graphic information in eight areas: education, health, income, labor force, living arrangements,
population, race and ethnicity, and spending and wealth. Most of the tables in the book are
derived from government statistics, but The American Marketplace also includes a discussion
of the data in each table as well as a forecast of future trends.

The Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide reports on more than 128,000 places in the
United States, many of which are not available through census reports. It includes 11 economic
indicators for every major geographic market; tables showing population trends, income, buy-
ing power. trade, and manufacturing activity; and large, cross-referenced maps. Its format
makes it easy to collect large amounts of valuable data on any region in the country (and spe-
cific areas within a region).

The Zip Code Atlas and Market Planner is an extremely useful location and market-
planning tool. It combines a breakdown of zip codes (often the basis of psychographic cus-
tomer profiles) with maps featuring physical features such as mountains, rivers, and major
highways. The planner contains loose-leaf, full color maps, each with a reusable acetate over-
lay showing five-digit zip code boundaries for all 50 states and more detailed inset maps for
240 major cities and metropolitan areas.

The task of analyzing various potential locations—gathcring and synthcszing data on a
wide variety of demographic and geographic variables—is one ideally suited for a computer.
In fact, a growing number of entrepreneurs are relying on geographic information systems
(GIS), powerful software programs that combine map drawing with database management
capability, to pinpoint the ideal location for their businesses. GIS packages allow Users to
search through virtually any database containing a wealth of information and plot the resultS
on a map of the country, an individual state, a specific city, or even a single city block. The
visual display highlights what otherwise would be indiscernible business trends. For
instance, using a GIS program, an entrepreneur could plot her existing customer base on a
map, with various colors representing the differentpopulation densities. Then she could
zoom in on those areas with the greatest concentration of customers, mapping a detailed view
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of zip code borders or even city streets. GIS street files originate in the U.S. Census
Department's TIGER (Topographically Integrated Geographic Encoding RefrencingJfile,
which contains map information broken down for every square foot of Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSAs). TIGER. files contain the name and location of every street in the
country and detailed block statistics for the 345 largest urban areas. In essence, TIGER is a
massive database of geographic features such as roads, railways, and political boundaries
across the entire United States that, when linked with mapping programs and demographic
databases, gives entrepreneurs incredible power to pinpoint existing and potential customers
on easy-to-read digital maps.

The Small Business Administration's Small Business Development Center (SBDC) program
also offers location analysis assistance to entrepreneurs. These centers, numbering more than
1,000 nationwide, provide training, counseling, research, and other specialized assistance to
entrepreneurs and existing business owners on a wide variety of subjects—all at no charge!
They are imperaot resource, .spvci&Jy for those entrepreneurs who may not have access to
a computer. (To locate the SBA nearest you, contact the SBA office in your state or go to the
SBA's home page at wo.sha.gos/SBDC)

Once an entrepreneur has identified the best region of the country, the next step is to evalu-
ate the individual states in that region.

Choosing the State

Every state has an economic development office to recruit new businesses to that state. Even
though the publications produced by these offices will be biased in favor of locating in that
state, they still are an excellent source of facts and can help entrepreneurs assess the business
climate in each state. Some of the key issue s to explore lciude the laws, regulations, and taxes
that govern businesses and any incentives or investment credits the state may offer to busi-
nesses locating there. Other factors to consider include proximity to markets, proximity to raw
materials, wage rates, quantity and quality of the labor supply, general business climate, tax
rates, and Internet access.

PROXIMITY TO MARKETS. Locating close to markets they plan to serve is extremely critical
to manufacturers, especially when the cost of transportation of finished goods is high relative
to their value. Locating near customers is necessary to remain competitive. Service firms
often find that proximity to their clients is essential. If a business is involved in repairing
equipment used in a specific industry, it should be located where that industry is concen-
trated. The more specialized a business, or the greater the relative cost of transporting the
product to the customer, the more likely it is that proximity to the market will be of critical
importance in the location decision. For instance, with its location in the center of the coun-
try and its ready access to a variety of transportation systems, St. Louis, Missouri, has
become home to many companies' distribution Centers. Not only do businesses in St. Louis
benefit from a well-educated workforce, but they also can ship to customers anywhere in the
country quickly and efficiently.

PROXIMITY TO NEEDED RAW MATERIALS. If a business requires raw materials that
are difficult or expensive to transport, it may need a location near the source of those raw mate-
rials. For instance, one producer of kitty litter chose a location on a major vein of kaolin, the
highly absorbent clay from which kitty litter is made. Transporting the heavy, low valtme maic-
rial over long distances would impractical- .---and unprofitable. In other situations in which bulk
or weight is not a factor, locating manufacturing in close proximity tothe suppliers can facili-
tate quick deliveries and reduce holding costs for inventories. The value of products and mate-
rials, their cost of transportation, and their unique function all interact in determining how close
a business needs to be to its source of supplies.

WAGE RATES. Existing and anticipated wage rates will provide another measure for com-
parison among states. Wages can sometimes vary from one state or region to another, signifi-
cantly affecting a company's cost of doing business. For instance, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the average hourly cbmpensation for workers (including wages and b,enefitsi
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ranges from a low of $19.77 in the South to a high of $25.36 in the Northeast. 4 Wage rate dif-

ferentials within geographic regions can be even more drastic. When reviewing wage rates,
entrepreneurs must be sure to measure the wage rates for jobs that relate to their particular
industries or companies. In addition to government surveys, local newspaper ads can give
entrepreneurs an idea of the pay scale in an area. Additionally, an e-mail or telephone call to the
local Chambers of Commerce for cities in the region being considered will generally result in
obtaining the latest wage and salary surveys that are normally conducted annually.
Entrepreneurs should study not only pre'vailieg wage rates but also trends in rates. How does
the rate of increase in wage rates compare to those in other states? Another factor influencing
wage rates is the level of union activity in a slate. How much union organizing activity has the
State seen within the past two years? Is it increasing or decreasing? Which industries have
unions targeted in the recent past?

LABOR SUPPLY WF. For many businesses, epecinlly thoac that would iiujicredas
technology-driven companies, one of the most important characteristics of a potential location
is the composition of the local workforce. Entrepreneurs must consider two factors when ana-
lyzing the labor supply in a potential location: the number of workers available in the area and
their levels of education, training, adaptability, and experience.

When Gateway founder Ted Waite realized that attracting top managers and staying on top of
the dynamic computer industry was difficult to do from the company's South Dakota location,
he moved the administrative hub to San Diego, California. a hotbed of skilled workers and
high-tech activity. Since moving Gateway's headquarters, Waite has filled nearly all of the top
management posts with local talent. "It really came down to this being a great place to recruit
people, with a quality of life [that is! uninaiched" soys Waite.5

Of course, an entrepreneur wants to know how many qualified people are available in the
area to do the work required in the business. However, unemployment and labor cost statistics
can be misleading if a company needs people with specific qualifications. Some states have
attempted to attract industry with the promise of cheap labor. Unfortunately, businesses locat-
ing there found exactly what the term implied—unskilled, low-wage labor ill-suited for per-
forming the work the companies needed.

Knowing the exact nature of the labor needed and preparing job descriptions and job speci-
fications in advance will help a business owner detcrmine whether there is a good match with
the available labor pool. Reviewing the major industries already operating in an area will pro-
vide clues about the characteristics of the local workforce as well. Checking with the high
schools, colleges, and universitie.s in the state to determine the number of graduates in relevant
fields of study will provide an idea of the local supply of qualified workers. Again, as with
wage and salary data, Chambers of Commerce and economic development agencies in the loca-
tions under study are almost always willing to go that extra mile to get you the information you
need regarding the availability of employees with specific skills, knowledge, or training. Such
planning will result in choosing a location with a steady source of quality labor.

BUSINESS CLIMATE. What is the state's overall attitude toward your kind of business? Has
it passed laws that impose restrictions on the way a company can operate? Does the state
impose a corporate income tax? is there an inventory tax? Are there "blue laws" that prohibit
certain business activity on Sundays? Does the state offer small business support programs or
financial assistance to entrepreneurs? These are just some of the issues an owner must compare

on a state-by-slate basis to detennine the most suitable location.
Some states are ma "small business friendly" than others. For instance, Entrepreneur maga-

zine recently named Fort Wos'tWAxlington, Texas, as one of the best areas for small businesses,
citing its positive attitude toward growing and developing small companies as major assets. Many
factors make Fort Worth (once known as Cowiown because of its stockyards) a desirable location,

including its diversified economic base, a strong core of more than two dozen Fortune 500 com-

panies, significant population of private investors anxious to invest in promising small companies,
and several state and local government support systems offering entrepreneurial assistance and
advice. The renaissance of the downtown business district is creating new opportunities for small
businesses, and both the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport and Alliance Airport (a special-
ized commercial air facility) provide important pieces of business infrastructure.6
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TAX RATES. Another important factor entrepreneurs must consider when screening states
for potential locations is the tax burden they impose on businesses and individuals. Income
taxes may he the most obvious lax states impose on both business and individual residents, but
entrepreneurs also must evaluate the impact of payroll taxes, sales taxes, property taxes, and
specialized taxes on the cost of their operations. Currentl y, seven states impose no income tax
on their residents, but state governments always impose taxes of some sort on businesses and
individuals. In some cases, states offer special tax rates or are willing to negotiate fees in lieu of
taxes for companies that will create jobs and stimulate the local economy.

INTERNET ACCESS. Speedy and reliable Internet access is an increasingly important fac-
tor in the location decision. Fast Internet access through cable, DSL, orTi lines is essential for
high-tech companies and those engaging in c-commerce. Even those companies that may not
do business over the Web currently are finding it nearl y certain that they will use the Web as a
business tool. Coinpantra that fail behind in high-teen communication will iina themselves at a
severe competitive disadvantage.

When Dartyl Lyons, n third-generation ranches began raising Angus cattle to sell from his
ranch in Okmul gee, Oklahoma, he made all of his first-year sales of $140,000 to customers
locafrd is ihin a 100-mile ,-oaius. Then Lyons began using the Web as a marketing tool, and =
sales climbed to $600.o. .sii' reaching customers across the globe, L yons expects sales to
reach more rhsn $1.5 million! One problem Lyons faces in his remote location, however, is fast,
reliable Internet service. Bad weather interrupts hi.c telephone and Internet service about a
dozen times a 1 ear costing him an estimated $3 000 to $4 000 in lost sa tcs each day it is our7

Most entrepreneurs are amazed at the amount of helpful information that exists about each
slate if they search the n ght places and ask the r!ght questions. When entrepreneurs ask ques-
wins about the feasibility of opening a new business in any state, they most often find profes-
sional staffers whose Job it is to provide the requested information in a timel', fashion. Their job
is to help you locate your business in their state. Obtaining and analyzing the information about
a region and the states in it provide entrepreneurs with a clear picture of the most favorable loca-
tion. The next phase of the location selection process concentrates on selecting the best city.

Choosing the City

POPULATION TRENDS. Entrepreneurs should know more about the cities in which their
businesses are located than do the people who live there. By analyzing population and other
demographic data, art can examine a cit-v in detail, and the location decision
becomes more than a shot in the dark. Studying the characteristics of a city's residents. includ-
ing population size and density, growth trends, family size, age breakdowns, education, income
levels, job categories, gender, religion, race, and nationality gives an entrepreneur the facts she
needs to make an informed location decision. In fact, using only basic census data. etttrepre-
ncurs can determine the value of the homes in an area. how many rooms they contain, how
many bedrooms they contain, what percentage of the population own their homes, and how
much residents' monthly rental or mortgage payments are. Imagine how useful such intorma-
lion would he to someone about to launch a bed and bath shop

A company's location should match the market for its products or services, and assemhling a
demographic profile will tell an entrepreneur how well a particular site measures up in her target
market's profli For instance, an entrepreneur planning to open a flue china shop would likely
want specific information on family income, size, age, and education. Such a shop v.ould need to
be in an area where people appreciate the product and have the discretionary income to purchase it.

Tends or shifts in population components may have more meaning than total population
trends. For example, if a city's population is aging rapidl y, its disposable income may be
decreasing and the city may be gradually dy ing. On the otlici hand, a city may be experiencing
rapid growth in the population of high-income, young professionals. For example, because it
has one of the best telecommunications infrastructures in the world and offers how cost of doing
business and ready access to venture capital. Atlanta, Georgia, is attracting droves of young
people, many of them entrepreneurs. As a result, the city, where the median age of inhabitants
is 30. has seen an explosion of new businesses aimed at Youn g people with rising incomes and
hearty appetites for consumption.
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Entrepreneurs can gain a great deal of insight about potential locations via the Internet.

Countries, states, and even cities have official and unofficial Web sites whose primary objective

is to sell potential business owners on the benefits of their location.

Examples of this include groups such as the Downtown Denver Partnership, Inc.
(srst'w,downtoo'ndenr'er.cosn), which is a nonprofit business organization that represents busi-
nesses, commercial property owners, and employees of firms that are located in, of course,

downtown Denver Colorado. In this role, they maintain extensive databases and information on
I the downtown Denver business market, including detailed maps, demographics, market data,

transportation studies, and other relevant trends that influence business in downtown Denver A
review of the data that this nonprofit offers allow a fast but thorough overview of the business

< complexion of the area, as well as facts and figures on the location (see Figure 13.1).

The amount of avrlahl d pt on the popu!ation of ary city or town is staggei'iug. These sta-

tistics allow a potential business owner to compare a wide variety of cities or towns and to nar-

row the choices to those few that warrant further investigation. The mass of data may make it

possible to screen out undesirable locations, but it does not make a decision for an entrepreneur.

Still. entrepreneurs need to we potential locations firsthand. Only b y personal investigation will

FIGURE 13.1

Reprinted by permission of the
Downtown Denver Partnership, Inc.
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an entrepreneur be able to add that intangible factor of intuition into the decision-making
process. Spending time at a potential location will tell an entrepreneur not only how many peo-
ple frequent it but also what they are like, how long they stay, and what they buy. Walking or
driving around the area will give an entrepreneur clues about the people who live and work
there. What are their houses like? What kinds of cars do they drive? What stage of life are they
in? Do they have children? Is the area on the rise or is it past its prime?

When evaluating cities as possible business locations, entrepreneurs should consider the
following factors:

COMPETITION. For some retailers, it makes sense to locate near competitors because similar
businesses located near one another may serve to increase traffic flow to both. This location strat-
egy works well for products for which customers are most likely to comparison shop. For
instance, in many cities, auto dealers locate next to one another in a "motor mile." trying to create
a 111uppilir .nugiiet kit customers. The convenience of being able to shop for dozens of brands of
cars all within a few hundred yards of one another draws customers from a sizable trading area.
Of course, this strategy has limits. Overcrowding of businesses of the same type in an area can
create an undesirable Impact on the profitability of all competing finns. Consider the nature of the
businesses in the area. Do they offer the cam qoalisy merchandise or comparable services? The
prc.iucts or services of a business may be superior to those that competitors currently offer, giving
it a competitive edge.

Studying the size of the market for a product or service and the number of existing competi-
tors will help an entrepreneur determine whether she can capture a sufficiently large market
share to earn a profit. Again, census reports can be a valuable source of information. County
Business Patterns shows the breakdown of businesses in manufacturing, wholesale, retail, and
service categories and estimates com panies annual payrolls and number of emplOyees broken
down by county. Zip Code Business Patterns provides the same data as C'our,ti' Business Patterns
except it organizes the data by zip code. The ECO,IOmIC Census, which is produced for years that
end in "2" and "7" gives an overview of the businesses in an area— their sales (or other measure
of output), employment, payroll, and form of organization. It covers eight industry categories—
including retail, wholesale, service, manufacturing, construction, and others--and gives statis-
tics at not onl y the national level but also by state, MSA, county, places with 2.5+ inhabitants.
and zip code. The Economic Census is a useful tool for helping entrepreneurs determine whether
an area they are considering ,is a location is already saturated with competitors.

CLUSTERiNG. Some cities have characteristics that attract Certain industries, and, as a
result, companies tend to cluster there. With its highly trained, well-educated, and technologi-
cally literate workforce, Austin, Texas, has become a mecca for h i gh-tech companies. Home to
Del) Computer and Hewlett-Packard. Austin offers computer hardware and software companies
exactly what they need to succeed.

Once a concentration of companies takes root in a city, other businesses in those industries
send to spring up there as well. For instance. New York has long been the center of the advsrtlis-
ing, fashion, finance, and publishing industries,

Carol Fitzgerald, owner of The Book Report Network, an online provider of book reviews and
oilier ,rocvices, knew that her compan y/tad robe located in New York Ciry because that is where
all of sits major hook publishers' headquarte'r.s are located. 'We're in publishing." cav.c
Fits 1e,'old. "We have to have an office in the city to get books quickly from the puhlisht'rv" -

COMPATIBILITY WITH THE COMMUNITY One of the intangibles that can be determined Only
by a visit loan area is the degree of compatibility a business has with the surrounding comniu-
nity. In other words, a company's image must fit in with the character of a town and the needs
and wants of its residents. For example, Beverly Hills' ritz y Rodeo Drive or Palm Beach's
Worth Asenue are home to shops that match the characteristics of the area's wealth',.' residents.
Shops such as Cartier, Tiffany & Company, and Neiman Marcus as well as exclusive designer
clothing stores, abound to cater to the area's rich and famous residents.

LOCAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS. Before settling on a city, an entrepreneur must con-
sider the regulatory burden Inca] government might impose. Go vernment regulations affect
many asperts of small bus iness's operation, from acquiring hu5iness licenses and building
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zoning --- system that icOes a
city or County into small cells or
districts to control the use of
land, buildings, and sues.

variaflCe—O special exception

to a zoning ordinance

permits to erecting business signs and dumping trash. Some cities are regulatory activists, cre-

ating so many rules that they discourage business creation; others take a more lasseiz-faire

approach, imposing few restrictions on businesses.

Managers at Scanivalve Company, a maker of air pressure measurement equipment, decided
than the regulatory environment in San Diego was too oppressive for the company to operate
efficiently. Managers complained about convoluted fire inspections and redundant hazardous
materials handling inspections, and they decided to move their business when the Traffic
Demand Management Agency threatened to impose $96,000 in annual fines on Scanivalve for
workers who failed to carpool to work. The company moved to Spokane, Washington, lured by
its favorable tax structure, well-educated labor force. goad transportation infrastructure, and,
ofeourse, reasonable regulatory environment.9

Zoning jaws can have a major impact on an entrepreneur's location decision. Zoning is a

system that divides a city or county into small cells or districts to control the use of land, build-

ings, and sites. Its purpose is to contain similar activities in suitable locations. For instance, one

section of a city may be zoned residential, whereas the primary retail district is zoned commer-

cial and another is zoned ndustrial to house manufacturing operations. Before selecting a par-

ticular site within a city, an entrepreneur must explore local zoning laws to determine if there

are any ordinasces that would place restrictions on business activity or that would prohibit
establishing a business altogether. Zoning regulations may make a particular location "out of

bounds." In some cases, an entrepreneur may appeal to the local zoning commission to rezone

a site or to grant a variance (a special exception to a zoning ordinance.), but this is risky and

could be devastating if the board denies the variance.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS. Business owners must investigate the qualit y of local

transportation systems. Is an airport located nearby? Are flights available to the necessary cities

and are the schedules convenient? If a company needs access to a railroad spur, is one available

in the city? How COflveflieflt is the area's access to maior highways? What about travel distances
to major customers? How long will it take to deliver shipments to them? Are the transportation

rates reasonable? Where is the nearest seaport? In some situations, double or triple handling of

merchandise and inventory causes transportation costs to sk yrocket. For retailers, the availability

of loading and unloading zones is an important feature of a suitable location. Some downtown
locations sutler from a lack of sufficient space for carriers to unload deliveries of merchandise.

POLICE AND FIRE PROTECTION. Does the community in which you plan to locate offer

adequate police and fire protection'? If these services are not adequate and crime rates are high,

the cost of the company's business insurance will reflect that.

COST OF UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES. A location should be served by a gov-

ernmental unit that provides water and sewer services, trash and garbage collection, and other

necessary utilities at a reasonable cost. The streets should be in good repair with adequate

drainage. If the location is not within the jurisdiction of a municipality that provides these ser-

vices, they will become a continuing cost to the business.

QUALITY OF LIFE. A final consideration when selecting a city is the quality of life it

offers. For many entrepreneurs. quality of life is one of the key determinants of their choice of

locale. Cities that offer comfortable weather, cultural events, museums, outdoor activities. con-

carts, rcstaurants, and air uihtiife iias'e become magnets for entrepreneurs looking

to start companies. Not only can a location in a city offering a high quality of life be attractive

to air 	 but it can also make recruiting employees much easier.

Matthew Rurklev. CEO of Zefer Corporation, an Internet consulting firm, chose to locate his
company's headquarters in on area in dou'n;own Boston se/tess high-tech cumparles are cou-
cent rated. As Zefer established offices across the country, managers chose locations where they
could attract the most qualified workers—San Francisco's South of Market, Chicago's
Bucktown, and lower Manhattan. Barkley discovered that the workers the company wants most
are young people who want to live-and work in neighborhoods filled with people like them and
offering the shops, clubs, galleries, and restaurants they en joy "In today's labor market, you

have to be where your team members want to he," sacs Burklev. tO
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Choosing the Site

The final step in the location selection process is choosing the actual site for the business.
Again, facts will guide an entrepreneur to the best location decision. Each type of business has
different evaluation criteria for what makes an ideal location. A manufacturer's prime consider-
anon may he access to raw materials, suppliers, labor, transportation, and customers. Service
firms need access to customers but can generally survive in lower-rent properties. A retailer's
prime consideration is sufficient customer traffic. The one element common to all three is the
need to locate where customers want to do business.

The site location decision draws on the most precise information available on the makeup of
the area. Through the use of the published statistics mentioned earlier in this chapter, an entre-
preneur can develop valuable insights regarding the characteristics of people and businesses in
the immediate community.

Would you like to know how many people or families are living in your trading area, what
types of jobs they have, how snuiJ.s money they make, their ages, the value ot their homes, and
their education level, as well as a variety of other useful information? Sometimes businesses
pay large fees to firms and consultants for this market research information. However, this
information is available free from public libraries and on the Web. Every decade, the U.S. gov-
ernment undertakes one of the most ambitious market research projects in the world, collecting
incredibility detailed statistics on the nation's 285 million residents and compiling it into easy-
to-read reports The Census Bureau has divided the United States into 255 Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSAs). These MSAs are then subdivided into census tracts, which contain an
average of 4.000 to 5.000 people. These census tracts are subdivided into block statistics and
are extremely useful for entrepreneurs considering sites in urban areas.

This mother lode of market research is available to entrepreneurs through some 1,300 state
data centers acioss the eoijliLry. Two teports entrepreneurs find especially useful when choos-
tog locations are Summary Population, which provides a broad demographic look at an area,
and Housing Characteristics, which offers a detailed breakdown of areas as small as city
blocks. Nationall y, the average block contains about 100 people. The data are available both
on CD-ROM and on the World Wide Web at the Census Bureau's Web site. Any entrepreneur
with a PC can access this incredible wealth of data with just a few clicks of a mouse.

LOCATION CRITERIA FOR RETAIL AND SERVICE BUSINESSES

Few decisions are as important for retailers and service firms as the choice of a location. Because 	 2. Describe the

their success depends on a stead y flow of customers, these businesses choose a location with their . tc.on crtmm for
rawtarget customers - convenience and prefer

ences in mind. The following are important considerauons:and serike

Trade Area Size

Every retail and service business should determine the extent of its trading area, the region from
which a business can expect to draw Customers over a reasonable time span. The primary variables
that influence the scope of the trading area are the type and the size of the business. If a retail store
speciah,.es in a particular product line offering a wide selection and knowledgeable salespeople, it
may doi'.s customers from a great distance. In co,arasl, a convenience store with a general line of
nierub-anusse may have a small trading area, because it is unlikely that customers would drive
across town to purchase what is available within blocks of their homes or businesses. As a rule, the
larger the store, the greater its selection, and the better its service, the broader is its trading area.

For example, the typical movie theater draws its customers from an area offive to seven miles,
however the AMC Grand, a collection of 24 screens under one roof in Dallas, Texas, draws
cu.sunters from as for as 25 miles away. This freestanding "megaplex" has expanded the nor-
ma' the orer trading area and attracts an amazing 3 million moviegoers a year even though it is
not located near a shopping mall, as most theaters are. AMC Grand's attendance per screen
areraes 38 percent otore than do AMC Entertainment's traditional theaters. Its revenue per
customer is so percent hiher and its profit margins are 17.5 percent higher

'The following environmental factors also influence trading area size:

trading area—the reg ion from
which a business can expect to
draw customers over a
reasonable time span.

A Company Example
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Degree of Competition

Retail Compatibility

Shoppers tend to be drawn to clusters of related businesses. That's one reason shopping malls

retail compatibility	 and outlet shopping centers are popular destinations for shoppers and are attractive locations

benefits a company receives by	 for retailers. The concentration of businesses pulls customers from a larger trading area than a
locating near other businesses	 single freestanding business does. Retail compatibility describes the benefits a company
selling complementary products	 receives by locating near other businesses selling complementary products and services. Clever
and services,	 business owners choose their locations with an eye on the surrounding mix of businesses.

flu'oini gj'. J'fltflhlr-

Selecting a site in which

complementary businesses
are located has helped Scott

Fiore draw customers to his
natural pharmacy,The Herbal
Remedy.

Courtesy ofThe He.,'bI R,w.d)r

index of retail saturation—
a measure of the potential soles
per square foot of store space
for a given product within a
specific trading area; it is the
ratio of a trading area's soles
potential for a produce or service
to its sales capacity.

Once Scott Fiore decided that Littleton, Colorado,
was the ideal city in which to locate his natural p/tar.
010c'i; The Herbal Remedy, he began a more detailed
site analysis that led him to South Bridge Shopping
Plaza. This strip shopping center proved to be the
ideal location for The Herb,,l Rpm,dly because c'f its

ready access from a local interstate highway and the
complementary nature of the surrounding businesses.
A massage therapist, a health club, a chiropractor, a
rehabilitation center; and a gourmet meat market in
the shopping center attract the same customers that
Fiore targets. Plus, the Littleton Hospital is directly
across the street. 'It really is perfect." says Fiore.
"We're getting referrals from all those places'12

The size, location, and activity of c.ompeting businesses also influence the size of a company's
trading area. If a business will be the first of its kind in a location, its trading area might be quite
extensive. However, if the area already has eight or ten nearby stores that directly compete with
a business, its trading area might be very small because the market is saturated with competitors.
Market saturation is a problem for businesses in many industries, ranging from fast-food restau-
rants to convenience stores. A study b y the Convenience Stose News, a trade publication of the
convenience store industry, found that if the number of customers per convenience store in an
area dropped below 3,000. the stores in that area suffered, and many were forced to close. 13

The Index of Retail Saturation

One of the best ways to measure the level of Saturation in an area is the index of retail satura-
tion (IRS), which evaluates both the number of customers and the intensity of competition in a
trading area. 14 The index of retail saturation is a measure of the potential sales per square foot
of store space for a given product within a specific trading area, The index is the ratio of a trad-
ing area's sales potential for a particular product or service to its sales capacity:

IRS C x RE

RF

where

C = number of customers in the trading area

RE = retail expenditures, or the average experlditure per person ($) for the product ta the
trading area

RF = retail facilities, or the total square feet of selling space allocated to the product in the
trading area

This computation is an important one for every re-railer to make. Locattng in an area already
saturated with competitors results in dismal sales volume and often leads to failure.

To illustrate the index of retail saturation, suppose that an entrepreneur looking al two
sites for a shoe store finds that he needs sales of $175 per square foot to be profitable. Site
1 has a trading area with 25,875 potential customers who spend an average of $42 on shoes
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annually; the only competitor in the trading area has 6,000 square feet of selling space.
Site 2 has 27,750 potential customers spending an average of $43.50 on shoes annually; two
competitors occupy 8,400 square feet of space.

Site I

IRS = 25,875 x 42
6,000

$191.12 sales potential per square foot

Site 2

IRS 
= hi, /)U x 4j.5U

8, 400

= $143.71 sales potential per square foot

Although Site 2 appears to be more favorable on the surface, the index shows that Site I is
preferable; Site 2 fails to meet the minimum standard of sales of $175 per square foot.

Transportation Network

The transportation networks are the highways, roads, and public service routes that presently
exist or are planned. It customers find it inconvenient to get to a location, th e store's trading area
is reduced. Entrepreneurs should check to see if the transportation system works smoothly and is
free of barriers that might prevent customers from reaching their stores. Is it easy for customers
traveling in the opposite direction to cross traffic? Do signs and traffic lights allow traffic to flow
smoothly? When traffic flow is absolutely critical to the success of a business venture, make an
extra effort to Contact city government officials who are knowledgeable about transportation
plans. Ask about future road construction projects that may be planned or seriously under con-
sideration. Such road construction could be either beneficial or disastrous.

Physical, Racial, or Emotional Barriers

Trading area shape and size also are influenced by physical, racial, or political barriers that may
exist. Physical barriers may be parks, rivers, lakes, or an y other natural or artificial obstruction
that hinders customers' access to the area. Locating on one side of a large park may reduce the
number of customers that will drive around it to get to the Store. If high-crime areas exist in any
direction from the site, most of a company's potential customers will not travel through those
neighborhoods to reach the business.

In urban areas, new immigrants tend to cluster together, sharing a common culture and
language. Some areas are defined by cultural barriers, where inhabitants patronize only the
businesses in their neighborhoods. The "Little Havana" section of Miami or the "Chinatown"
section,-, of San Francisco, New York, and Los Angeles are examples.

One of the most powerful emotional barriers affecting a location is fear. Businesses in areas
where crime is a problem suffer because customers are not willin g to travel into them. In south
central Los Angeles, an area once decimated by riots, only a handful of businesses have
reopened to serve the local population. Business owners, afraid that the area's burned out build-
tags and reputation for crime will dissuade customers from patronizing their businesses, have
chosen locations in other parts of the city.

Political Barriers

Political barriers are creations of law. County, city, or state boundaries—and the laws within
those boundaries —areexamples. State tax laws sometimes create conditions where customers
cross over to the next state to save money. For instance, North Carolina imposes a very low
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cigarette tax, and shops located near the state line do a brisk business in the product selling to
customers from bordering states.

Other factors retailers should consider when evaluating potential sites include:

CustomerTraffic

Perhaps the most important screening criteria for a potential retail (and often for a service) location
is the number of potential customers passing by the site during business hours. To be successful, a
business must be able to generate sufficient sales to surpass its break-even point, and that requires an
ample volume of customer traffic going past its doors. The key success factor for a convenience store
is a high-volume location with easy accessibility. Entrepreneurs should know the traffic Counts
(pedestrian and/or auto) and traffic patterns at the sites they are considering as potential locations.

Adequate Parking

If customers cannot find convenient and safe parking, they are not likely to stop in the area.
Many downtown areas have lost customers because of inadequate parking. Although shopping
malls average five parking spaces per I ,00LI square feet of shopping space, many central busi-
ness districts get by with 3.5 spaces per 1,000 square feet. Customers generally will not pay to
park if parking is free at shopping centers or in front of competitive stores. Even when free
parking is provided, some potential customers may not feel safe on the streets, especially after
dark. Many large city downtown business districts become virtual ghost towns at the end of the
business day. A location where traffic vanishes after 6 P.M. may not be as valuable as mall and
shopping center locations that mark the beginning of the prime vales time at 6P.M.

Reputation

Like people, a site can have a bad reputation. In some cases the reputation of the previous busi-
ness will lower the value of the location. Sites where businesses have failed repeatedly create
negative impressions in customers' minds, people view the business as just another that soon
will be gone. One restaurateur struggled earl y onto overcome the negative image his location
had acquired over the years as one restaurant after another had failed there. He evennially
established a base of loyal customers and y ucceeded, but it was a slow and trying process.

Room for Expansion

A location should be flexible enough to provide for expansion if success warrants it. Failure to
consider this factor can result in a successful bustncss being forced to open a second store when
it would have been better to expand in its original location.

Planning for expansion is always a difficult issue with very real cost considerations. If the
business is a success and expansion is warranted, does this location allow the facility to
expand? Is the location under consideration able to be expanded or is it bounded ny other busi-
nesses? Beginning with "extra" space for Future expansion is very expensive. The business is
incurring cost that may place an undue burden on profits. The issue of expansion always
includes a dilemma. Having the needed space when growth occurs may mean that the business
can stay at the same locatiCO. This allows the entrepreneur to avoid the cost and customer con-
fusion created by moving the business to a new location versus the up-front costs of having a
location that is intentionally larger than is needed.

Visibility

No matter what a small business sells and how well it serves customers' needs, it cannot survive
without viibility. Highly visible locations simply make it easy for customers to make pur-
chases. .A site lacking visibility puts a company at a major disadvantage before it ever opens its
doors for business.
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Shopping malls and centers in the

United Stares account for $1.23

billion in sales a year,The rypical

customer spends an average of 76.4

minutes and $68.20 per mall vmit.
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LOCATION OPTIONS FOR RETAIL AND SERVICE BUSINESSES

There are six basic areas where retail and service business owners can locate: the central business
district (CBD), neighborhoods, shopping centers and malls, near competitors, outlying areas, and
at home. According to the International Council of Shopping Centers, the average cost to lease
space in a shopping center is about $15 per square foot. At a regional mall, rental rates run from
$20 to $40 per square foot, and in central business locations, the average cost is $43 per square fool
(although rental rates can vary significantly in either direction of that averge, depending on the
city). L5 Of course, cost is Just one factor a business owner must consider when choosing a location.

Central Business District
The central business district (CBD) is the traditional center of town—the downtown concentra-
tion of businesses established early in the development of most towns and cities. Entrepreneurs
derive several advantages from a downtown location. Because the firm is centrally located, it
attracts customers from the entire trading area of the city. Also, a small business usually bene-
fits from the customer traffic generated by the other stores in the district. However, locating in

CBDdues have certain disadvantages. Many CBDs are characterized by intense competition,
high rental rates, traffic congestion, and inadequate parking facilities.

Beginning in the 1950s, many cities saw their older downtown business districts begin to
decay as residents moved to the suburbs and began shopping at newer, more convenient
malls. Today, however, many of these CBDs are experiencing rebirth as cities restore them
to their former splendor and shoppers return. Many customers find irresistible the charming
atmosphere that traditional downtown districts offer with their rich mix of stores, their
unique architecture and streesscapcs, and their historic character. Cities have begun to
reverse the urban decay of their downtown business districts through proactive revitaliza-
tion programs designed to attract visitors and residents alike to cultural events by locating
major theaters and museums in the downtown area. In addition, many cities are providing
economic incentives to real estate developers to build apartment and condominium com-
plexes in the heart of the downtown area. Vitality is returning as residents live and shop in
the once nearly abandoned downtown areas. The "ghost-town" image is being replaced by
both younger and older residents who love the convenience and excitement of life at the
center of the city. One real estate developer experienced in Main Street locations says that
his research shows that the best downtown streets for retailers are located in densely popu-
lated, affluent areas, are one-way, offer on-street parking, and arc shaded by mature trees)6

Outfme the !oeatioq
optsonsfo'etiiaxsd

yic'e buneie3.
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Working through the National Main Street Program, residents in Burlington, Iowa, have revi-
talized their downtown district. When three historic buildings, including an old stone mill, that
had fallen into disrepair were about to be demolished, residents sprang into action and began
a cooperative program to refurbish the old buildings and to recruit businesses to them. The
effort was successful, and Burlington has since seen 8o new businesses open downtown. repre-
senting a total investment of $	 1

Neighborhood Locations

Small businesses that locate near residential areas rely heavily on the local trading areas for
business. Businesses that provide convenience as a major attraction for customers find that
locating on a street or road just outside major residential areas provides the needed traffic
counts essential for success. Gas stations and convenience stores seem to thrive in these high-
traffic areas. One study of ftxxl stores found that the isiejodsy of the typical grocers customers
live within a five-mile radius. The primary advantages of a neighborhood location include rela-
tively low operating costs and rents and close contact with customers.

Shopping Centers and Malls

The first regional shopping mall, Northgate Shopping Center in Seattle, Washington, was built
in 1950 and featured a full-service department store as its anchor and a central pedestrian walk-
way. Since then, shopping centers and malls have become a mainstay of the American land-
scape. Since 1970 the number of shopping malls and centers in the United States ha.c climbed
from 11,000 to more than 46,300, and they occupy 5.77 billion square feet of retail space. 18
Because many different types of stores exist under one roof, shopping mails give meaning to
the term one-stop shopping. In a typical month, some 201 million adults visit a mall or shop-
ping center. 19 There are four distinct types of shopping centers:

• Neighborhood Shopping Centers. The typical neighborhood shopping center is relatively small,
containing from three to 12 stores and serving a population of up to 40,000 people who live within
a 10-minute drive. The anchor store in these centers is usually a supermarket or a drugstore,

is Community Shopping Centers. The community shopping center contains from 12 to 50 stores
and serves a population ranging from 40,000 to 150,000 people. The leading tenant is a depart-
ment or variety store.

• Regional Shopping Malls. The regional shopping mall serves a much larger trading area, usually
from 10 to 15 miles or more in all directions. It contains from 50 to 100 stores and serves a pop-
ulation in excess of 150,000 people living within a 20-to 40-minute drive. The anchor is typically
one or more major department stores.

• Power Centers, A power center combines the drawing strength of a large regional mall with the con-
venience of a neighborhood shopping center. Anchored by large specialty retailers, these centers target
older, wealthier baby boomers, who want selection and convenience. Anchor stores usually account
for 80 percent of power center space, compared with 50 percent in the typical strip shopping center.
Just as in a shopping mall, small businesses can benefit from the traffic generated by anchor stores, but
they must choose their locations carefully so that they are not overshadowed by their larger neighbors.

When evaluating a mail or shopping center location, an entrepreneur should consider the
following questions:

• Is there a good fit with other products and brands sold in the mall or center?

• Who are the other tenants? Which stores are the "anchors" that will bring people into the mall or
center?

is Demographically, is the center a good fit for your products or services? What are its customer
demographics?

• How much foot traffic does the mall or center generate? How much traffic passes the specific site
you are considering?

is How much vehicle traffic does the mall or center generate? Check its proximity to major popula-
tion centers, the volume of tourists it draws, and the volume of drive-by freeway traffic. A mall or
center that scores well on all three is probably a winner.

• What is the vacancy rate? The turnover rate?
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• How much is the rent and how is it calculated' Most mall tenants pay a base amount of rent plus
a percentage of their sales.

• Is the mall or center successful? How many dollars in sales does it generate per square foot?
Compare its record against industry averages. The International Council of Shopping Centers in
New York (www.icsc.org) is a good source of industry information.

A mall location is no longer a guarantee of success. Malls have been under pressure lately,
and many weaker ones have closed. Additionally, the demographic makeup of the shopper
often changes over time, creating a new socioeconomic customer base that may or may not be
compatible with the customer profile attracted to your business. Others have undergone exten-
sive renovations, adding entertainment features to their existing retail space in an attempt to
generate more traffic. The basic problem is an oversupply of malls; the United States has 20
feet of mall retail space for every person in the United States!

Near Competitors

One of the most important factors in choosing a retail or service location is the compatibility of
nearby stores with the retail or service customer. For example, stores selling high-priced goods
find it advantageous to locate near competitors to facilitate comparison shopping. Locating
near competitors might be a key factor for success in those businesses selling goods that cus-
tomers shop for and compare on the basis of price, quality, color, and other factors.

Although some business owners avoid locations near direct competitors, others see locating
near rivals as an advantage. For instance, restaurateurs know that successful restaurants attract
other restaurants, which, in turn, attract more customers. Many cities have at least one "restau-
rant row," where restaurants cluster together; each restaurant feeds customers to the others.

Locating near competitors has its limits, however. Clusterin g too many businesses of a sin-
gle type into a small area ultimately will erode their sales once the market reaches the satura-
tion point. When an area becomes saturated with competitors, the shops cannibalize sales from
one another, making it difficult for any of them to be successful.

Outlying Areas

Generally, it is not advisable for a small business to locate in a remote area because accessibil-
ity and traffic flow are vital to retail and service success, but there are exceptions. Some small
firms have turned their remote locations into trademarks. One small gun shop was able to use
its extremely remote location to its advantage by incorporating this into its advertising to dis-
tinguish itself from its competitors. This location strategy is usually only effective if there are
few comparable competitors. There must be an overwhelmingly compelling reason for a poten-
tial customer to travel to an outlying area to shop.

An entrepreneur should consider the cost of a location (rental or lease expense) in light of its
visibility to potential customers. If a less expensive location is difficult to find and has a low
traffic count, the owner will need to spend a disproportionately large amount of money to
advertise both where the business is located as well as how to find it. A superior and highly vis-
ible location may have a total lower cost when less advertising is needed. Many customers do
not want to "go exploring" to find a business and, consequently, never bother to try.

Home-Based Businesses

For more than 24 million people, home is where the business is. and their numhrs are .cw&!ing.
According to the Department of Commerce, home-based businesses represent the fastest-growing
segment of the U.S. econoniy.20 One recent study found that 52 percent of all small companies are
home-based 21 Although a home-based retail business is usually not feasible, locating a service
business at home is quite popular. Many service companies do not have customers come to their
places of business, so an expensive office location is unnecessary For nst.nce, customers typically
contact plumbers or exterminators by telephone, and the work is performed in customers' homes.

Entrepreneurs locating their businesses at home reap several benefits. Perhaps the biggest ben-
efit is the low cost of setting up the business. Most often, home-based entrepreneurs set up shop in
a spare bedroom or basement, avoiding the cost of renting, leasing, or buying a building. With a
few basic pieces of office equipment—a computer, printer, tax machine, copier, telephone
answering system, and scanner—a lone entrepreneur can perform just like a major corporation.
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TABLE 13.1

Rating the Suitability of Sites

for a Business

For instance, David Gans runs Truth and Fun Inc., a stare-of-the-art pivdaction studio, from a spare
bedroom in his Oakland, California. home. From his high-tech, in-home studio, Gans produces a
weekly radio show, the "Grateful Dead Houi" that he beams by satellite to 90 radio stations across
the country. "The equipment has gotten so powerful and inexpensive that one human being working
from home can produce the exact same quality program as National Public Radio," says Gans .2

Choosing a home location has certain disadvantages, however. Interruptions are more fre-
quent, the refrigerator is all too handy, work is always just a few steps away, and isolation can
be a problem. Another difficulty facing some home-based entrepreneurs involves zoning laws.
As their businesses grow and become more successful, entrepreneurs' neighbors often begin to
complain about the increased traffic, noise, and disruptions from deliveries, employees, and
customers who drive through their residential neighborhoods to conduct business. Many com-
munities now face the challenge of passing updated zoning laws that reflect the reality of
today's home-based businesses while protecting the interests of residential homeowners.

THE LOCATION DECISION FOR MANUFACTURERS

The criteria for the location decision for manufacturers are very different from those of retailers
and service businesses; however, the decision can have just as much impact on the company's
success. In some cases, 4 manufacturer has special needs that influence the choice of a location.
For instance, when one manufacturer of photographic plates and film was searching for a loca-
tion for a new plant, it had to limit its search only to those sites with a large supply of available
fresh water, a necessary part of its process. In other cases, the location decision is controlled by
oning ordinances. If a manufacturcr's process creates offensive odors or excessive noise, it

may be even further restricted in Its choices

Factor Importance
Common Factors	 (tObigh—. low)
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Zoning maps show potential manufacturers the areas of the city or county Set aside for
industrial development. Most cities have developed industrial parks in cooperation with private
industry. These industrial parks typically are equipped with sewage and electrical power suffi-
cient for manufacturing. Many locations are not so equipped, and it can be extremely expensive
for a small manufacturer to have such utilities brought to an existing site.

The type of transportation facilities required dictates location of a plant in some cases.
Some manufacturers may need to locate on a railroad siding, whereas others may only
need reliable trucking service. If raw materials are purchased by the carload, for
economies of scale, the location must be convenient to a railroad siding. Bulk materials are
sometimes shipped by barge and, consequently, require a facility convenient to a navigable
river or lake. The added cost of using multiple shipping methods (e.g., rail to truck or barge
to truck) can significantly increase shipping costs and make a location unfeasible for a
manufacturer.

In some cases the perishibility of the product dictates location. Vegetables and fruits must be
canned in close proximity to the fields in which they are harvested. Fish must be processed and canned
at the water's edge. Location is determined by quick and easy access to the perishable products.

Table 13.1 provides a rating system to determine the suitability of various locations.

Foreign Trade Zones

Foreign trade zones can be an attractive location for small manufacturers that engage in global
trade and are looking to minimize the tariffs they pay on the materials and parts they import and
the goods they export. A foreign trade zone is a specially designated area in or near a U.S. cus-
toms port of entry that allows resident companies to import materials and components from for-
eign countries. assemble, prnre, nasnufacture, or package them; and then ship the finished

foreign trade zone-c;
specialty designated area in or
near a U. S.customs port of entry
that allows resident companies to
import nlOtersQts and
components from foreign
countries; assemble, process,
manufacture, or package them;
and then ship the finished
product white either reducing or
eliminating tariffs and duties.

Actual Scares
for AIternativ. Slte

(10 high—I low)

Site  . Site 	 Site  Site 

Total Scores
for Alternative Shies

(E.tto.' Importance z ActaS Score)

Site A	 ci... P	 ci.'	 e

Total

Highet-arorjn5 site i,
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product while either reducing or eliminating tariffs and duties. As far as tariffs and duties are
concerned, a company located in a foreign trade zone is treated as if it is located outside the
United States. For instance, a maker of speakers might import components from around the
world and assemble them at its plant located in a foreign trade zone. The company would pay no
duties on the components it imports or on the speakers it exports to other foreign markets. The
only duties the manufacturer would pay is on the speakers it sells in the United States.

Empowerment Zones

empowerment zone—an	 Originally created to encourage companies to locate in economically blighted areas, empowerment
area designated as economically	 zones offer businesses tax breaks on the investments they make within zone boundaries. Companies
disadvantaged in which	 can get federal tax credits, grants, and loans for hiring workers living in empowerment zones and for
businesses are offered tax breaks investments they make in plant and equipment in the zones. Empowerment zones operate in both
on the investments they make	 urban and rural areas, ranging from Los Angeles, California, to Sunstes, South Carolina. Boston,

zonc Massachusetts, has a technology-oriented business incubator located within a federal empowerment
zone called TechSpace, which provides high-potential start-up businesses with a full-service facility
featuring completely integrated information technology and business services.

Business Incubators

For many start-up companies, a business incubator may make the ideal initial location. A
business incubator—on	 business incubator is an organization that combines low-cost, flexible rental space with a multi-
organization that combines law-	 tude of support services for its small business residents. The overwhelming reason for establish-
cost, flex/ble renta/ space with a	 ing an incubator is to enhance economic development by attracting new business ventures to an
multitude of support cer'ces fo'	 area, as well as to diversity the Locl eeonoo.y.Anincubator's goal is to nut lure young companies
;Es 3mai; business resiaentS. during the volatile start-up period and to help them survive until they are strong enough to go out

on their own. Common sponsors of incubators include colleges or universities (25 percent), gov-
ernment agencies (16 percent), economic development agencies (16 percent), with the remainder
split among partnerships among government, nonprofit agencies and/or private developers and
private investment groups. Technology incubators account for 37 percent of all incubators, and 47
percent are mixed-use operations, attracting a wide variety of businesses. The remaining 16 per-
cent focus on service companies and those engaged in light manufacturing or specific niches.23

The shared resources incubators typically provide their tenants include secretarial services, a
telephone system, computers and software, fax machines, and meeting facilities and, sometimes,
management consulting services and financing. Not only do these services save young companies
money, but they also save them valuable time. Entrepreneurs can focus on getting their products
and services to market faster than competitors rather than searching for the resources they need to
build their companies. The typical incubator has entry requirements that prospective residents
must meet. Incubators also have criteria that establish the conditions a business must maintain to
remain in the facility as well as the expectations for graduation" into the business community.

More than 950 incubators operate across the United States. Perhaps the greatest advantage
of choosing to locate a start-up company in an incubator is a greater chance for success accord-
ing to the National Business Incubation Association, graduates from incubators have a success
rate of 87 percent. The average incubator houses 20 ongoing businesses employing 55 people 24

When the biotech company that he ran from a spare bedroom in his home acquired the exclu-
ivc license to u breakthrough system that delivers medicine straight to the heart, James

Grabek knew it was time to take his company, Comedicus, Inc., to the next level. Fearful of los-

ing control of his business, Grabek ultimately turned to Genesis Business Centers, a business
incubator in Minneapolis. Minnesota. Horton T Jacobs, president of Genesis, offered Grabek

access to $50,000 in financing, free office space, and management assistance in exchange for
Just_5 percent of the company 's stock. Grabek decided to nurture his business in the incubator
and quickly accepted the offer. Within j, months, Genesis had helped Comedicus raise $1 mil-

lion in a private placement and land $4 million in licensing agreements with major pharma-

ceutical companies. "It was a turtling point that catapulted us into the corporate world,"
Grabek says of hi.c decision to move i'!tO the incubatot25
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YOU Bethe
Consultant
The "Cheer?' of Bel Air

Downtown Bel Air, Maryland, faces many of the same dial
lenges that thousands of other small towns and large cities
across the United States are facing, located about 40 min-
utes northeast of Baltimore, Bel Air is in a fast-growing
area, but little of that growth is occurring in the town's cen-
tral business district. use five-and-dime store , the shoe
shop, the hardware store, and Rkhardson't Pharmacy
(which boasted an old-fashioned soda fountain) either
closed or moved to suburban malls years ago. Most of the
buildings in the downtown area are filled with municipal
government offices, law firms, accounting firms, and insur-
ance agencies.

Although few merchants remain in downtown locations,
Dave Wolff and his wife Jane chose a storefront in the mid-
dle of Main Street as the location for their coffee shop, Fine
Grind. "We definitely wanted a Main Street location," says
Wolff, who rejected the higher-priced sites in several malls
near town. He points to the lush concentration of whit-
collar workers in the downtown area who would serve as
potential customers for Fine Grind.

Wolff has higher aspirations than mere business success.
He wants to be the cornerstone in Bel Air's revitalization
effort and to bring "a sense of community" to the town that
seems to have lost that. "I'm hoping there's going to be a
renaissance on Main Street," he says. "I think I'm the
beginning." Wolff was able to supplement the money he
invested in the business with a low-int erest loan from a slate
program aimed at revitalizing downtown areas.

Before launching his business, Wolff spent many hours
studying the layout, the techniques, and the unique person-
alities that the proprietors of old-fashioned candy stores,
drugstores, and other retail operations used in the early
days of the last century. He read books and pored over old
photographs and then began applying what he learned to
the design of his own shop. He brought in glass canisters of
Tootsie Rolls, licorice, jelly beans, and other colorful can-
dies. He bought a large brass espresso machine and put it
behind a beautiful long bar hand-crafted from polished
wood from an old gymnasium floor. The tables in Fine
Grind are made from the same wood.

Not long after opening, people began coming to Bel
Air's downtown .dastztcj Just to visit Ijgi (iruid WJtIh is,
exactly what Wolff wanted to hR3pCFL To lint customers
Wolff allows local artists to display their work on the walls
of his shop. One Saturday each month, he stays open later
than normal to host an art exhibit with entertainment by a
local musician. Although only three people (the artist, the
musician, and Wolff) came to the first opening, the events
now draw standing-room-only crowds. Wolff also dedicates
one evening each month to a local book club (a large book-
store chain in a nearby mall refused to let the book club
meet in its store), and another evening the members of a
poetry club come in for a poetry reading. During the sum-
mer months, Wolff offers live music every Saturday night.
Every Saturday morning, Wolf and his family get up early
and head to the local farmer's market where they sell coffee
and snacks from a booth. Customers also can buy Fine
Grind's products from the company's Web Site
(www.flnegrind.net ).

Customers have turned Fine Grind into a local hang-
out, and, like a good bartender, Wolff knows all of his
regular customers' favorite drinks. "We call this the
'Cheers' of Be! Air," says Bonnie Maiveleit, a regular
who comes in with her husband Bob practically every
morning, referring to the popular TV show from the
1980s about a Boston pub "where everybody knows your
name." Since Fine Grind opened, several other entrepre-
neurs have opened businesses in the downtown area,
including several restaurants, an Irish pub. a T-shirt shop,
and others. That's exactly what David Wolff hoped would
happen when he launched Fine Grind.

1. What ads'antagcs and disadvantages does choosing a
downtown location offer an entrepreneur like David Wolff?

2. Assume the role of consultant. Suppose that officials in a
town with which you are familiar approached you about
revitalizing the central business district. What advice would
you offer them?

3. What factors should entrepreneurs evaluate when com-
paring a downtown location against a location in a shop-
ping center or mall?

Souve Adapted from Hilary Stout, "When Budding Up a Business
Mana Thou,,5 Aaa,nd 5Ttv." !'4keJ Sow Jnemcj, June 11.20W, p. B 1.

LAYOUT AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Once an entrepreneur chooses the best location for her business the next question deals with	 Pesalbe the
designing the proper layout for the building to maximize sales (retail) or productivity (manu-
facturing or service). Layout is the logical arrangement of the physical facilities in a business	 the ia^vw and 40W

that contributes to efficient operations, increased productivity, and higher sales. Planning for
the most effective and efficient layout in a business environment can produce dramatic
improvements in a company's operating effectiveness and efficiency. An attractive, effective
layout can help a company's recruiting efforts. One study conducted by the American
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Association of Interior Designers found that employees rated the look and feel of their work-
spaces as the third most important consideration (after salary, and benefits) when deciding
whether or not to accept or to quit a job.26

In most U.S. businesses you can find the chairperson and CEO by simply searching for the
office that is larger than the others with better furn iture and the most picturesque view of the
outdoors. That process would not help you very much at SEI Investments in Oaks,
Pennsylvania, a suburb of Philadelphia. Alfred P West, Jr doesn't have an office, nor does any-
one else. As he puts it, "We don't use personal space to distinguish ourselves." This open work
atmosphere encourages employees to be flexible and creative. Actually, that is not an exagger-
atiorz because everything is on wheels, which allows employees to move their desks whenever
they want. This work climate has earned SE! Investments a place for three years running on
Fortune's list of "too Best Companies to Work For."7

The following factors have a significant impact on a building's layout and design.

Size

A buil din g must be large enough to accommodate a business's daily operations comfortably. It
'ayOUt—me logical arrangement ..
of the physical facilities in a	

it is too small at the outset of operations, efficiency will suffer. There must be enough room for

business that contributes to	 customers' movement, inventory, displays, storage, work areas, offices, and restrooms.

efficient operations. increased	 Haphazard layouts undermine employee productivity and create organizational chaos. Too
prouctiity, and higher sales. many small business owners start their operations in locations that are already overcrowded and

lack the ability to be expanded. The result is that an owner is forced to make a costly move to a
new location within the first few years of operation.

It an entrepreneur plans to expand, will the building accotisinodate it? Will hiring new
employees, purchasing new equipment, expanding production areas, increasing service areas,
and other growth require a new location? How fast is the company expected to grow over the
next three to five years? Lack of adequate room in the building may become a limitation on a
company's growth. Most small businesses wait too long before moving into larger quarters, and
they fail to plan their new space arrangements properly. To avoid such problems, some experts
recommend that new businesses plan their space requirements one to two years ahead and
update the estimates every six months, When preparing the plan, managers should include the
expected growth in the number of employees, manufacturing, selling, or storage space require-
merits and the number and location of branches to be opened.

Construction and External Appearance

Is the construction of the building sound? It pays to have an expert look it over before buying and leas-
ing the property. Beyond the soundness of construction, does the building have an attractive external
and internal appearance? The ph ysical appearance of the building pro vides customers with their first
impression of a business. This is especially true in retail businesses. Many retailers provide the cus-
tomer with a consistent building appearance as they expand (e.g., fast-food restaurants and motels). l
the building's appearance consistent with the entrepreneur's desired image for the business?

Small retailers must recognize the importance of creating the proper image for their Stores and
how their shops' layouts and physical facilities influence this image. The store's external appear-
ance contributes significantly to establishing its identity in the customer's mind. In ninny ways the
buildings appearance sets the tone for what the customer can expect in the way of quality and ser-
vice. The appearance should, therefore, reflect the business's "personality." Should the building
project an exclusive image or an economical one? Is the atmosphere informal and relaxed or for-
mal and businesslike? Physical facilities send important messages to customers. Communicating
the right signals through layout and physical facilities is an important step in attracting a steady
stream of customers. Retail consultant Paco Underhill advises merchants to "seduce" passersby
with their storefronts. "The seduction process should start a minimum of 10 paces away." he
says. 28 Mr. Underhill says, "A store's interior architecture is fundamental to the customers
experience—the stage upon which a retail company functions,"

The following tips will help entrepreneurs create window displays that will sell:
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• Keep displays simple. Simple, uncluttered, and creative arrangements of merchandise draw the
most attention and have the greatest impact on potential customers.

• Keep displays clean and current. Dusty, dingy displays or designs that are outdated send a nega-
tive message to passersby.

• Change displays frequently. Customers do not want to see the same merchandise on display
every time they enter a store. Experts recommend changing displays at least quarterly, but stores
selling trendy items should change their displays twice a month.

• Get expert help if necessars. Not all business owners have a knack for designing window dis-
plays. Their best bet is to hire a professional or to work with the design department at a local
college or university.

Entrances

All entrances to a business should invite customers in. Wide entry ways and attractive merchandise
displays that are set back from the doorway can draw customers into a business. A store's entrance
must catch customers' attention and draw them inside. "That's where you want somebody to slam
on the brakes and realize they're going someplace new," says retail consultant Paco Underhiil.3°
Retailers with heavy traffic flows such as supermarkets or drugstores often install automatic doors
to ensure a smooth traffic flow into and out of their stores. Retailers should remove any barriers that
interfere with customers' easy access to the storefront. Broken sidewalks, sagging steps, mud pud-
dles, and sticking or heavy doors not only create obstacles that might discourage potential cus-
tomers, but they also create legal hazards for a business if they cause customers to be injured.

The Americans with Disabilities Act

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), passed in July 1990, requires practically all
businesses to make their facilities available to physically challenged customers and employees.
In addition, the law requires businesses with 15 or more employees to accommodate physically
challenged candidates in their hiring practices. Most states have similar laws, many of them
more stringent than the ADA, that apply to smaller companies as well. The rules of these state
laws and the ADA's Title III are designed to ensure that mentally and physically challenged
customers have equal access to a firm's goods or services. For instance, the act requires busi-
ness owners to remove architectural and communication barriers when "readily achievable."
The ADA allows flexibility in how a business achieves this equal access, however. For example,
a restaurant could either provide menus in braille or could offer to have a staff member read the
menu to blind customers. A small dry cleaner might not be able to add a wheelchair ramp to its
storefront without incurring significant expense, but the owner could comply with the ADA by
offering curbside pickup and delivery services for disabled customers at no extra charge.

Although the law allows a good deal of flexibility in retrofitting existing structures, build-
ings that were occupied after January 25, 1993, must be designed to comply with all aspects of
the law. For example, buildings with three stories or more must have elevators anywhere the
floor level changes by more than one-half inch, an access ramp must be in place. In retail
stores, checkouts aisles must be wide enough—at least 36 inches—to accommodate wheel-
chairs. Restaurants must have 5 percent of their tables accessible to wheelchair-bound patrons.

Complying with the ADA does not necessarily require businesses to spend large amounts of
money. The Justice Department estimates that more than 20 percent of the cases customers
have filed under Title Ill involved changes the business owners could have made at no cost, and
another 60 percent would have cost less than $1,000! 31 In addition, companies with $1 million
or less in annual sales or with 30 or fewer full-time employees that invest in making their loca-
tions more accessible to all qualify for a tax credit. The credit is 50 percent of their expenses
between 5250 and SiQ,500. Businesses that remove physical, structural, and transportation bar-
riers for disabled emplo yees and customers also qualify for a tax deduction of up to $15,000.

The Americans with Disabilities Act also prohibits any kind of employment discrimination
against anyone with a physical or mental disability. A physically challenged person is consid-
ered to be "qualified" if he can perform the essential functions of the job. The employer must
make "reasonable accommodation" for a physically challenged eiididate or empioyee without
causing "undue hardship" to the business.

Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)-
a law that reiuire5 businesses
with 15 or more employees to,
make their facJizies available to
physically challenged customers
and employees.
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The Americans with Disabilities Act has affected, in a positive way, how businesses deal
with this segment of its customers and employees. The Department of Justice offers a program
that provides business owners with free information and technical assistance concerning the
ADA. The Department of Justice also has an ADA hot line that owners can call for information
and publications on the ADA (800-514-0301).

Signs

One of the lowest-cost and most effective methods of communicating with customers is a busi-
ness sign. Signs tell potential customers what a business does, where it is, and what it is selling.
America is a very mobile society, and a well-designed, well-placed sign can be a powerful tool
for reaching potential customers.

A sign should be large enough for passersby to n-sd from a dittance, taking into consdei.e-
tion the location and speed of surrounding traffic arteries. To be most effective, the message
should be short, simple, and clear. A sign should be legible in both daylight and at night; proper
illumination is a must. Contrasting colors and simple typefaces are best. The most common
problems with business signs are that they are illegible, poorly designed, improperly located,
poorly maintained, and have color schemes that are unattractive or are hard to read.

Before investing in a sign, an entrepreneur should investigate the local community's sign
ordinance. In some cities and towns, local regulations impose restrictions on the size, location,
height, and construction materials used in business signs.

Building Interiors

Like exterior considerations, the functional aspects of building interiors are very important and
require careful attention to detail. Designing a functional, efficient interior is not easy.
Technology has changed drasticall y the way employees, customers, and the environment inter-
act with one another.

- La yout of a store contributes to its ability to achieve its mission. Consider Blockbuster, the
world's leading provider of videos, that recently announced the complete redesign of 4,412
compan y-operated U.S. stores, its la yout goal was to create clearly delineated retail and rental
boutique-st vie sections. The use of new color-blocked signage designed for identification of key
sections. as well as other customer-friendly layout changes, were all designed to help
Blockbuster "be the complete source to our customers for movies and games, in a format of

_their choice, rental or retail, new and used."32

ergonomics—the science of 	 Piecing together an effective layout is not a haphazard process. Ergonomics, the science of
adapting work and the work	 adapting work and the work environment to complement employees' strengths and to suit cus-
ern'irorlment to complement	 tomers' needs, is an integral part of a successful design. For example, chairs, desks, and tableemployees'strengths and 50 SUIt	 heights that allow people to work comfortably can help employees perform theirjobs faster and
Customers needs more easily. Design experts claim that improved lighting, better acoustics, and proper climate

control benefit the company as well as employees. An ergonomically designed workplace can
improve workers' productivity significantly and lower days lost due to injuries and accidents.
Unfortunately, many businesses fail to incorporate ergonomic design principles into their
layouts, and the result is costly. The most frequent and most expensive workplace injuries are
musculoskeletal disorders (MSD5), which cost U.S. businesses $20 billion in workers' com-
pensation claims each year. According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), MSDs account for 34 percent of all lost-work day injuries and illnesses and one-third
of all workers' compensation claims. 33 Workers who spend their days staring at computer mon-
itors (a significant and growing proportion of the workforce) often are victims of MSDs.

The most common MSD is carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), which occurs when repetitive
motion causes swelling in the wrist that pinches the nerves in the arm and hand. Studies by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics show that more than 42 percent of carpal tunnel syndrome cases require
more than 30 days away from work- 34 The good news for employers, however, is that preventing
Injuries, accidents, and lost days does not require spending thousands of dollars on ergonomically
coicet solutions. Most of the solutions to MSDs are actually quite simple and inexpensive.
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"It's called Ergonomics."

Sequins international, a maker t sequined fabrics and trimmings in Woodside. New York, uses
adiustable chairs and machine0' as 'cc!! us automatic spooling devices to red i.ce s of-iwo 'repetieii.s
motions and taring physical demands. These simple changes eliminated carpul tunnel syndrome
and cut norkers compensation costs to just $&, dovoifro,n $98,000 in ju.sr one rear35

Other solutions are decidedly low tech.

0. zqwppm^

lor instance, when Designer checks, a maker of custom checks based in Anniston, Alabama, con-
suited with an occupational therapist. owner Grad y Burrow learned that one of the best wa ys to
fight MS/dc among its computer-dependent workforce is simply to take frequent breaks and to move
around. Deportment heads began scheduling regular exercise breaks designed to stretch employees'
necks, shoulders, and hands. Before long, man y managers began livening up their exercise breaks
with music and dancing! Visitors to Designer Check's plant are likely to see managers and employ
ecs take to the production floorfor a musing rendition of the macarena or the hokev pokey 35'

When planning store, office, or plant layouts, business owners usually locus on minimizing
costs. Although staying within a budget is important. minimizing injuries and enhancing
employees productivity with an effective layout should be the overriding issues. Maüy
exhaustive studies have concluded that changes in office design have a direct impact on work-
ers' performance, job satisfaction, and ease of communication. In a reversal of the trend
toward open offices separated by nothing more than cubicles, businesses are once again creat-
ing private offices in their workspaces. Many businesses embraced open designs, hoping that
they 'could lead to greater interaction among woi-kers. Many companies, however, have dis-
covered that most office workers need privacy and quiet surroundings to be productive.
Michael Brill, an office space consultant, studied 11.000 workers to determine the factors that
most affect their productivity and found that the ability to do distraction-free work topped the
list. 7 Rather than encourage teamwork, open offices leave workers distracted, frustrated, and
less productive—just like the characters in the Dilberl cartoon strip.

F1j'swaj inc.. a companc that develops customized tools and services for Internet browsing,
designed the interior of its building to appeal to its tweniy'sorne:hing, high-tech workforce.
Cojounders John Rodkin, Leo Chang, and Raymond Crouse created a 1co-squai-e-foot indoor
beach, complete with 3,(xX) pounds of sand, in their third-floor San Francisco office.' Employees
can scrunch the sand between their toes while gazing at banana trees, bid of paradise plants. tiki
torches, arid "sully, floors, and cci!inys pan:ed to resemble g; 'ass uco' .k,, "Why bother?" visitors
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ask. Because Flyswat employees often spend 60-plus hours a week there, the company founders
want to give them a fun, enjoyable place to work. The company buys dinner for its workers four
nights a week, maintains a fully stocked kitchen, and offers showers and a laundry room

On a more technical level, when evaluating an existing building's interior, an entrepreneur
must be sure to determine the integrity of its structural components. Are the building's floors suf-
ficiently strong to hold the business's equipment, inventories, and personnel? Strength is an espe-
cially critical factor for manufacturing firms that use heavy equipment. When multiple floors
exist, are the upper floors anchored as solidly as the primary floor? Can inventory be moved
safely and easily from one area of the plant to another? Is the floor space adequate for safe and
efficient movement of goods and people? Consider the cost of maintaining the floors. Hardwood
floors may be extremely attractive but require expensive and time-consuming maintenance.
Carpeted floors may be extremely attractive in a retail business but may be totally impractical for
a quality manufacturing firm. Entrepreneurs must consider both the utility and durabilit y and

r,uame ies.juiremerns, attractiveness, and, it important, effectiveness in reducing noise.
Like floors, walls and ceilings must be both functional and attractive. On the functional side,

walls and ceilings should be fireproof and soundproof. Are the colors of walls and ceilings
compatible, and do they create an attractive atmosphere here for customers and employees? For
instance, many Web-related companIes use bright, bold colors in their designs because c ey
appeal to their young employees. On the other hand, more conservative firms such as account-
ing firms and law offices decorate with more subtle, subdued tones because they convey an
image of trustworthiness and honesty. Upscale restaurants that want their patrons to linger over
dinner use deep, luxurious tones and soft lighting to create the proper ambiance. Fast-food
restaurants, on the other hand, use strong, vibrant colors and bright lighting to encourage cus-
tomers to get in and out quickly, ensuring the fast table turnover they require to be successful.
iii most cases, ceilings should be done in light coiors to reflect the store's lighting.

For many businesses, a drive-through window adds another dimension to the concept of
customer convenience and is a relatively inexpensive way to increase sales. Although drive-through
windows are staples at fast-food restaurants and banks, they can add value for customers in a
surprising number of businesses.

For instance, when Marshall Hoffman relocated his business, Steel Supply company, to a
building that had been used as a bank, the idea of using the drive-lhmugh window intrigued
him. Looking for a way to improve customer ser-t'ice. Hoffman transformed the former bank
lobby into his showroom floor and began advertising the convenience of buyin g steel at the
drive-through window. Customers place their steel order.c by telephone, pull up to the window
and pay, and receive a ticket. The order goes by computer to a warehouse Hoffman built on the
site. By the time the customer pulls up to the warehouse, the order is waiting! The window has
been a hit with customers. Since moving into its new location, Steel Supply s sales have grown
from $3.5 million to more than $6 million.39

Lights and Fixtures

Good lighting allows employees to work at maximum efficiency. Proper lighting is measured by what
is ideal for the job being done. Proper lighting in a factory may be quite different from that required in
an office or retail shop. Retailers often use creative lighting to attract customers to a specific display.
Jewelry stores provide excellent examples of how lighting can be used to display merchandise.

Lighting is often an inexpensive investment when considering its impact on the overall appearance
of the business. Few people seek out businesses that are ditaly lit because they convey an image ot
untrustworthiness The use of natural and artificial light in combination can give a business an open
and cheerful look. Many restaurant chains have added greenhouse glass additior to accomplish this.

LAYOUT: MAXIMIZING REVENUES, INCREASING EFFICIENCY,
AND REDUCING COST

,c
The ideal layout for a building depends on the type of business it houses and on the entrepre-
neurs strategy for gaining a competitive edge. Retailers design their layouts with the goal of
maximizing sales revenue; manufâiturers see layout as an opportunity to increase efficiency
and productivity 3nd to lower costs.
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YOU Be the
sion around the miniature golf course, a partner half-

[jokingly suggested that one way to increase the level of
communication in the office was to put the office furniture
on wheels. Almost as soon as he suggested it, the manager
looked up and said, "Oh gosh. We're going to do this, aren't
we?" They did.

Given the drastic changes in office design the partners
were making, it became obvious that the company needed a
more suitable space to make them all work. Fortunately, the
tease was about to end, so LW hired an architect to help
them find and then create a suitable sor.iw Within two
years, the architect presented the partners with a set of
plans for an office that was 60 percent smaller, was mini-
malist in nature, but was extremely functional and comfort-
able. The partners of LLCI were sold on the design, and
today that nfliec is home to the Bean Counters. It is an open
community without cubicles or offices, yet its creative use
of space encourages interaction among team members
while allowing them to concentrate on their work when
necessary. The space is wired for every type of technology,
including a "Welcome Wall" dominated by a big-screen
television that constantly flashes quotations about various
topics such as business, life and creativity. Architects also
incorporated the company's sense of humor into the design.

I A four-by-nine-foot abacus made of steel conduit and
brightly colored plastic balls graces one wall. The entire
work space is designed to encourage the continued devel-
opment of LLG's most valuable resource: the intellectual
capital of its team members.

The new layout is working. In addition to its traditional
accounting work, LLG has launched four new business
consulting divisions, called Sharp Circles. Client referrals
have doubted and income has tripled over the past decade.
Communication among team members has never been bet-
ter, and a distinct sense of innovation pervades the office, In
addition, employee turnover has plummeted, and clients are
more satisfied with the Bean Counters' work. Siegel and the
other partners say that the new office and its layout are an
important part of LLG'c success. "We could not have gotten
those Sharp Circle businesses up and running in the old
building," he says. "The old building was such a huge
impediment to sitting and meeting and just talking about
things. Just being next to each other and hearing what's
going on has allowed us to get things going."

Consultant .
NotYourTypical CPA Firm
Lipschulz, Levin and Gray (LLG) is not the typical public
accounting firm, a fact that is obvious to even the most
casual observer who enters the company's offices in
Northbrook, Illinois. Rather than the traditional conserva-
tive decor found in most CPA offices, LLG's is oule con-
temporary and very different. First, there are no offices. No
employers (officially called "team members") have
enclosed offices; not do they reside in honeycombs of
Dilbert-like cubicles, The same holds true of LLG's part-
ners (called "members"). Everyone in the company works
in an open expanse with no private offices. The flexible
workspace the owners created really is flexible. Even the
office furniture, including desks, is on wheels so that team
members can move it around as needed to collaborate with
colleagues.

The transformation front staid, traditional accounting
firm began in 1988. when the partners did some uiiil-
searching in an attempt to find out why the s.oiupany was
earning so little money, employee turnover was high,
morale was low, and attracting quality workers was virtu-
ally impossible. "We ended up with everybody else's
dregs," says managing partner Steve Siegel. A survey of the
company's clients revealed that most of them stereotyped
LLG as just another boring accounting firm filled with
"bean counters." It was then that the partners began taking
bold steps toward shaking off every remnant of the boring
CPA firm. They started with their name. Although they
retained the founding partners names as the firm's official
moniker, the partners adopted a nickname that most of their
clients continue to use: the Bean Counters. The name con-
veyed an image of fun and confronted head-on the stereo-
type of accountants who were as exciting as airline food.

Then managers made some important decisions about
the layout of the office space, which, at the time, assigned
workers to cubicles and partners to plush private offices. As
a result of several planning retreats, managers decided to
reduce the size of the workforce, some of the reductions
Coming through normal attrition but others the result of fir-
ings. Morale slipped, and the office space the company
teased to house nearly 60 workers looked rather vacant with
just 32. Then the partners made a key decision. "We were
wastiog [a io ofi space," says Siegel, so the partners
decided to put the extra space to better use. They installed a
miniature golf course right in the middle of the office!

One goal managers hoped to achieve was to get employ-
ees out of their offices and cubicles so they could commu-
nicate more effectively and be more creat i ve. A Uç

door mentality" continued to prevail at LLG, however.
Siegel decided that if people were intimidated by doors, the
doors would come down. Before long, wails and cubicles
began to disappear as well. One day, at a brainstorming ses-

1. What impact does the space in which people work have
on their ability to do their jobs effectively?

2. Use the resources in your library and on the World Wide
Web to learn more about ergonomics and layout. Then
select a work space (perhaps on your campus or in a local
business) and spend some time watching how people work
in it. Finally, develop a list of recommendations for improv-
ing the design of the space to enhance workers' ability to do
their jobs.

Soarre Adapted 1mm Nancy K. Austin, "Tear Down the Walls," far.,
April 1999, pp. 66-76.
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Layout for Retailers

boutique layout—an
arrangement that diodes a store
into a series of individual
shopping areas, each with its own
theme.

Retail layout is the arrangement of merchandise in a store and its method of display. A
retailer's success depends, in part, on a well-designed floor display. A retail layout should
pull customers into the store and make it easy for them to locate merchandise, compare
prices, quality, and features, and ultimately make a purchase. In addition, the floor plan
should take customers past displays of other items that they may buy on impulse. Between 65
and 70 percent of all buying decisions are made once a customer enters a store, which means
that the right layout can boost sales significantly. One study found that 68 percent of the
items bought on major shopping trips (and 54 percent on smaller trips) were impulse pur-
chases. Shoppers in this study were heavily influenced by in-store displays, especially those
at the ends of aisles (called end-cap displays) 40

Retailers have always recognized that some locations within a store are superior to others.
Customer traffic patterns give the owner a clue to the best location for the highest gross margin
items Mrr'-handise purchased on impulse and convenience goods siiouid be iocated near the
front of the store. Items people shop around for before buying and specialty goods will attract
their own customers and should not be placed in prime space. Prime selling space should be
restricted to products that carry the highest markups.

Layout in a retail store evolves from a clear understanding of customers' buying habits. If
customers come into the Store for specific products and have a tendency to walk directly to
those items, placing complementary products in their path will boost sales. Observing customer
behavior can help the owner identify the "hot spots" where merchandise sells briskly and "cold
spots" where it may sit indefinitely. By experimenting with factors such as traffic flow, lighting,
aisle size, music type and audio levels, signs, and colors, an owner can discover the most pro-
ductive store layout.

Retailers have three basic iaynut patterns to ehoc,se from: the grid, the free-form, and the
boutique. The gild layout arranges displays in rectangular fashion so that aisles are parallel. It
is a formal layout that controls the traffic flow through the store. Supermarkets and discount
stores use the grid layout because it is well suited to self-service stores. This layout uses the
available selling space most efficiently, creates a neat, organized environment, and facilitates
shopping by standardizing the location of items. Figure 13.2 shows a typical grid layout.

Unlike the grid layout, the free-form layout is informal, using displays of various shapes and
sizes. Its primary advantage is the relaxed, friendly shopping atmosphere it creates, which
encourages customers to shop longer and increases the number of impulse purchases they make.
Still, the free-form layout is not as efficient as the grid layout in using selling space, and it can
create security problems if not properly planned. Figure 13.3 illustrates a free-form layout.

The boutique layout divides the store into a series of individual shopping areas, each with
its own theme. It is like building a series of specialty shops into a single store. The boutique lay-
out is more informal and can create a unique shopping environment for customers; small
department stores sometimes use this layout (see Figure 13.4).

Business owners should display merchandise as attractively as their budgets allow.
Customers' eyes focus on displays, which tell them the type of merchandise the business sells.
It is easier for customers to relate to one display than to a rack or shelf of merchandise. Open
displays of merchandise can surround the focus display, creating an attractive selling area.
Spacious aisles provide shoppers an open view of merchandise and reduce the likelihood of
shoplifting. One study found that shoppers, especially women, are reluctant to enter narrow
aisles in a store. Narrow aisles force customers tojostle past one another (called the "butt-brush
factor"), which makes them extremely nervous. The same study also found that placing shop-
ping baskets in several areas around a store can increase sales. Seventy-five percent 4 shoppers
who pick up a basket buy something, compared to just 34 percent of customers who do not pick
up a basket 41

Retailers can also boost sales by displaying together items that complement each other.
For example, displaying ties near dress shirts or handbags next to shoes often leads to mul-
tiple sales. Placement of items on store shelves is important, too, and storeowners must keep
their target customers in mind when stocking shelves, For example, putting hearing aid bat-
teries on bottom shelves where the elderly have trouble getting to them or placing popular
children's toys on top shelves where little ones cannot reach them can hurt sales. Even

grid layout---a formal
arrangement of displays arranged
in a rectangular fashion so that
aisles are parallel.

free-form layout—an
informal arrangement of displays
of various shapes and sizes
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FIGURE 13.3 TheFre.

Form Layout

FIGURE 13.2 TheGrid
Layout
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FIGURE 13.4 ThBoutiqo

Layout

background music can be a merchandising tool if the type of music playing in a store
matches the demographics of its target customers. Music can be a stimulant to sales because
it has been proven to reduce resistance, warps the sense of time allowing shoppers to stay
longer in the store, and helps to produce a positive mental association between the music
and the intended image of the store.42

One good example of this can be found in the collection of antique stores clustered in Ozark,
Missouri. Each of the stores tunes into either local "oldies" stations or more "down-home"
bluegrass tunes on their stereo systems. It is not uncommon in these stores for people to browse
for hours while humming along to their favorite tunes.

Retailers must remember to separate the selling and nonselling areas of a store. Never waste
prime selling space with nonselling functions (storage, office, dressing area, etc.). Although
nonselling activities are necessary for a successful retail operation, they should not take prece-
dence and occupy valuable selling space. Many retailers place their nonselling departments in
the rear of the building, recognizing the value of each foot of space in a retail store and locating
their most profitable items in the best selling areas.

Not every portion of a small store's interior space is of equal value in generating sales
revenue. Certain areas contribute more to revenue than others. The value of store space
depends on floor location in a multistory building, location with respect to aisles and walk-
ways, and proximity to entrances. Space values decrease as distance from the main entry-
level floor increases. Selling areas on the main level contribute a greater portion to sales
than those on other floors in the building because they offer greater exposure to customers
than either basement or higher-level locations. Therefore, main-level locations carry a
greater share of rent than other levels. Figure 13.5 offers one example of how rent and sales
could be allocated by floors.

The layout of aisles in the store has a major impact on the customer exposure merchandise
receives. Items located on prinlal -y walkways should be assigned a higher share of rental costs
and should contribute a greater portion to sales revenue than those displayed alone secondary
aisles. Figure 13.6 shows that high-value areas are exposed to two secondary aisles.

Space values also depend on their relative position to the store entrance. Typically, the far-
ther away an area is from the entrance, the lower its value. Another consideration is that most
shoppers turn to the right entering a store and move around it counterclockwise. (This appar-
ently is culturally determined. Studies of shoppers in Australia and Great Rritain find that they
turn left upon entering a store.) Finally, only about one-fourth of a store's customers will go
more than halfway into the store. Using these characteristics, Figure 13.7 illustrates space val-
ues for a typical small store layout.

Understanding the value of store, space ensures proper placement of merchandise. The items
placed in the high-rent areas of the store should generate adequate sales and contribute enough
to pmoflt to justify their high-vaiue locations.
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FIGURE 13.6 Rent

Allocation Based on Traffic Aisles

Source. Reto,5n5 6th ed. 1997 Prentice
I-laR © Dale NI Lewsor..

FIGURE I 3.5 Rent

Allocation by Floors
Third Floor 15%	

Soe,ce, Rece#n1 6th act 1997 Prenik
Hall. 0 Dale H. Lew,on.

Second Floor 3001.

I	 I
Main Floor 40%I	 I

The decline in value of Store space from front to back of the shop is expressed in the 40-30-
20-10 rule. This rule assigns 40 percent of a store's rental cost to the front quarter of the shop,

30 percent to the second quarter, 20 percent to the third quarter, and 10 percent to the final quar-

ter. Similarly, each quarter of the store should contribute the same percentage of sales revenue.

Fur example, suppose that a small department store anticipates $720,000 in sales this year.

Each quarter of the store should generate the following sales volume

Front quarter	 $720,000 x 040 $288,000

Second quarter $720,000 x 0.30 = $216,000

Third quarter	 $720,000 x 0.20 = $144,000

Fourth quarter $720,000x0.10= $72.000

Total	 $720,000

Layout for Manufacturers

Manufacturing layout decisions take into consideration the arrangement of departments, work-

stations. machines, and stock-holding points within a production facility. The general objective
i', to arrange these elements to ensure a smooth workflow (in a production facility) or a partic-
ular traffic pattern (In a service facility or organization).
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FIGURE 13.7 SpaceValues	 Entrance
for a Small Store

S,,.,ce Reioiing, 6th .5. 1997 Pr,nc.
Hall. 0 Dale M.Lewon.

Window	 \	 I	 I	 Window

14%	 12°,-

Manufacturing facilities have come under increasing scrutiny as firms attempt to improve

quality, decrease inventories, and increase productivity through facilities that are integrated,

flexible, and controlled. Facility layout has a dramatic effect on product mix, product process-

ing, and material handling, storage, and control, as well as production volume and quality.

FACTORS IN MANUFACTURING LAYOUT. The ideal layout for a manufacturing opera-

tion depends on a number of factors, including the following:

• Type of product. Product design and quality standards; whether the product is produced for
inventory or for order; and the physical properties such as the size of materials and products spe-
cial handling requirements, susceptibility to damage, and perishability.

• 7pc of production process. Technology used; types of materials handled; means of providing a
service; and processing requirements in terms of number of operations involved and amount of
interaction between departments and work centers.

• Ergonomic considerations To ensure worker safety; to avoid unnecessary injuries and acci-
dents: and to increase productivity.

• Economic considerations. Volume of production; costs of materials, machines. workstations,
and labor; pattern and variability of demand; and length of permissible delays.

a Space uvailablirv within the facility itself:

TYPES OF MANUFACTURING LAYOUTS. Manufacturing layouts are categorized by

either the work flow in a plant or by the production system's function. There are three basic

types of layouts that mannfacnirrrs can use separately or in comb ination—product, process,

and fixed position—and they are differentiated by their applicability to different conditions of
manufacturing volume.

product (line) layout ----on	 PRODUCT LAYOUTS. In a product (or line) layout, a manufacturer arranges workers and
arrangement of workers and	 equipment according to the sequence of operations performed on the product (see Figure 13.8).
thjWPol.5ilt	 to Ifir	 Conceptuaily, the flow is an unbroken line from raw material input or customer arrival to fin-
sequence of operations	 ished goods to customer's departure. This type of layout is applicable to rigid-flow, high-
perjbrmed on a product volume, continuous process or a mass-production operation, or when the service or product is

highly standardized. Automobile assembly plants, paper mills, and oil refineries are examples

of product layouts.
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FIGURE I 3.8 Product
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Product layouts offer the advantages of lower material handling costs; simplified tasks that
can be done with low-cost, lower-skilled labor; reduced amounts of work-in-process inventory;
and relatively simplified production control activities. All units are routed along the same fixed
path, and scheduling consists primarily of setting a production rate.

Disadvantages of product layouts are their inflexibility, monotony of job tasks, high fixed
investment in specialized equipment, and heavy interdependence of all operations. A break-
down in one machine or at one workstation can idle the entire line. This layout also requires
business owners to duplicate many pieces of equipment in the manufacturing facility, which for
a small firm can be cost prohibitive.

PROCESS LAYOUTS. !n a process layout, a manufacturer groups workers and equipment
according to the general function they perform, without regard to any particular product or cus-
tomer (see Figure 13.9). Process layouts are appropriate when production runs are short, when
demand shows considerable variation and the costs of holding finished goods inventory are
high, or when the service or product is customized.

Process layouts have the advantages of being flexible for doing custom work and pro-
moting job satisfaction by offering employees diverse and challenging tasks. Its disadvan-
tages are the higher costs of materials handling, more skilled labor, lower productivity, and
more complex production control. Because the work flow is Intermittent, each job must be
individually routed through the system, scheduled at the various work centers, and have its
status monitored.

FIXED POSITION LAYOUTS. In fixed position layouts, materials do not move down a line as
in a production layout but rather, due to the weight, size, or bulk of the final product, are
assembled in one spot. In other words, workers and equipment go to the material rather than
having the material flow down a line to them. Aircraft assembly plants and shipyards typify
this kind of layout.

FUNCTIONAL LAYOUTS. Many layouts are designed with more than one objective or function
in mind and, therefore, combinations of the various layouts are common. For example, a super-
market, though primarily arranged on the basis of marketing, is partly a storage layout; a cafe-
teria represents not only a layout by marketing function but also by work flow (a food assembly
line); and a factory ma y arrange itS machinery in a proces, hsyout but perfotut assembly opera-
tions in a fixcd sequence, as in a product layout.

Receiving	 Lathes	 -	 AreWeldlng	 Cutting Tools	 1

process layout —on
arrangement of workers and
equipment according to the
general function they perform,
without regard to any particular
product or customer

fixed position layout —an
arrangement in which materials

do not move down a production
line but rather, because of their
weight, size, or bulk, are
assembled in One spot.

FIGURE 13,9 Process

Layout

Drill Presses	 Heating Treating	 Packaging and Shippino
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Designing Layouts

The starting point in layout design is determining how and in what sequence product parts
or service tasks flow together. One of the most effective techniques is to create an overall
picture of the manufacturing process using assembly charts and process flowcharts. Given
the tasks and their sequence, plus knowledge of the volume of products to be produced or
of customers to be served, an entrepreneur can analyze space and equipment needs to get
an idea of the facility's capacity. When using a product or line layout, these demands take
precedence, and manufacturers must arrange equipment and workstations to fit the produc-
tion tasks and their sequence. With a process or functional layout, different products or
customers with different needs place demands on the facility. Rather than having a single
best flow, there may be one flow for each product or customer, and compromises in effi-
ciency may be necessary. As a result, the layout for any one product or customer may not
result in the achievement of optimal capacity but is flexible to .crve the, specific situation.

ANALYZING PRODUCTION LAYOUTS. Although there is no general procedure for ana-
lyzing the numerous Interdependent factors that enter into layout design, specific layout prob-
lems lend themselves to detailed analysis. Two important criteria for selecting and designing a
layout are worker effectivcncss and material handling costs. A iayoia should be designed to
improve job satisfaction and to use workers at the highest skill level for which they are being
paid. This applies just as much to an office layout, where engineers may spend half a workday
delivering blueprints, which a clerk could do, as it does to a plant layout, where machinists
leave their stations to travel a long distance to secure needed tools.

When a ream of manufacturing specialists purchased the Alexander Doll Company, a
of col!ecribie do!!.s that 'as founded in 192$, the compan y 's six -story nmrmj'ucjur.

ing operation in New York's Harlem needed a major overhaul. The new owners were
experts in designing lean, efficient production systems, and they immediatel y set about cre-
ating one for this classic and well-known maker of dolls. An analysis of the existing layout
revealed the use of man y archaic principles, which resulted in a work-in-process inventory
of more than 90,000 partly finished dolls and a cycle time (the time between receiving a

= customer's order and delivering a finished doll) of 16 weeks. As the y redesigned the fac-
tory la yout, the new owners involved the 470 employees, who now work in teams of seven
or eight. With the ,iew design, work in process inventor y has fallen by go percent, and the
company now fills orders within one or two weeks. The new layout played a major role in
the company's revitalization.43

Manufacturers can lower materials handling costs by using layouts designed so that product
flow is automated whenever possible and flow distances and limes are minimized. The extent
of automation depends on the level of technology and amount of capita] available, as well as
behavioral considerations of employees. Flow distances and times are usually minimized by
locating sequential processing activities or interrelated departments in adjacent areas. The fol-
lowing features are important to a good manufacturing layout:

I. planned materials flow pattern
2. straight-line layout where possible
3. straight, clearly marked aisles

4. backtracking kept to a minimum
5. related operations close together

6. minimum of in-process inventory
7. easy adjustment to changing conditions
8. minimum materials handling distances
9. minimum of manual handling

10. no unnecessary rehandling of material
11. minimum handling between operations
12. materials delivered to production employees
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13. material efficiently removed from the work area

14. materials handling being done by indirect labor

15, orderly materials handling and storage

16. good housekeeping

BUILD, BUY, OR LEASE?

Once an entrepreneur has a good idea of the specific criteria to be met for a building to serve the
needs of her business, the issue turns to what she can afford to spend. The ability to obtain the
best possible physical facilities in relation to available cash may depend largely on whether an
entrepreneur decides to build, buy, or lease a building.

The Decision to Build

If a business had unlimited funds, the owner could design and build a perfect facility. However,
few new business owners have this luxury. Constructing a new facility can project a positive
image  to potential customers. The business looks new and. consequently, creates an image of
being modern, efficient, and top quality. A new building can incorporate the most modern fea-
tures during construction, and these might significantly lower operating costs. When such costs
are critical to remaining competitive, it may be reasonable to build.

In some rapidly growing areas, there are few existing buildings to buy or lease that meet
an entrepreneur's requirements. in these Situations, a business owner must consider the
cost of constructing a building as a significant factor in her inittal estimates of capital
needs and hrcak-eveo poitit. Constructing a building has high initial fixed expenses that an
owner must weigh against the facility's ability to attract additional sales revenue and to
reduce operating costs.

The Decision to Buy

In many cases, there may be an ideal building in the area where an entrepreneur wants to locate.
Buying the facility allows her to remodel it without seeking permission from an yone else. As
with building, buying can put a drain on the business's financial resources, but the owner knows
exactly what her monthly payments will be. Under a lease, rental rates can (and usually do)
increase over time. If an owner believes that the property will actually appreciate in. value, then
purchasing it can be a wise investment. In addition, an owner can depreciate the building each
year, and both depreciation and interest are tax-deductible expenses.

When considering purchasing a building, the owner should use the same outline of facilities
requirements developed for the building option to ensure that this property will not be exces-
sively expensive to modify for her use. Remodeling can add a significant initial expense The
layout of the building may be suitable in many ways, but it may not he ideal for a particular
business. Even if a building housed the same kind of business, its existing layout may be com-
pletely unsuitable for the way the new owner plans to operate.

Building or buying a building greatly limits an entrepreneur's mobility, however. Some
business owners prefer to stay our of the real estate business to retain maximum flexibility and
mobility. Plus, not all real estate appreciates in value, Surrounding property can become run
dcv.'n and. consequelitly, lower a property's value despite the owner's efforts to keep it in
excellent condition.

The Decision to Lease

The major ad'antagc of leasing is diet it requires no large initial cash outlay, so the business's
funds are available for purchasing inventory or for current operations. Firms that are short on
cash will inevitably he forced to lease facilities. All lease expenses are tax deductible.

One major disadvantage of leasing is that the property owner might choose not to renew the
lease. A successful business might be forced to move to a new location, and such relocation can
be extremely costly and could result in a significant loss of established custortiers_ in many

7. E'atuate the
-
4tsadantages of

jin&
'ling a building.
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cases it is almost like starting the business again. Also, if a business is successful, the property
owner may ask for a significant increase in rent when the lease renewal is negotiated. The
owner of the building is well aware of the costs associated with moving and has the upper hand
in the negotiations. In some lease arrangements the owner is compensated, in addition to a
monthly rental fee, by a percentage of the tenant's gross sales. This is common in malls and
shopping centers.

Still another disadvantage to leasing is the limitation on remodeling. If the building owner
believes that modifications will reduce the future rental value of the property, he will likely
require a long-term lease at increased rent. In addition, all permanent modifications of the
structure become the property of the building owner.
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I. Explain the stages in the location
decision: choosing the region, the state,
the city, and the final site.
I The location decision is one of the most important decisions an

entrepreneur will make, given its long-term effects on the com-
pany. An entrepreneur should look at the choice as a series of
increasingly narrow decisions: Which region of the country?
Which state? Which city? Which site? Choosing the right loca-
tion requires an entrepreneur to evaluate potential sites with
her target customers in mind Demographic statistics are avail-
able trom a wide variety of sources, but government agencies
such as the Census Bureau have a wealth of detailed data that
can guide an entrepreneur in her location decision.

2. Describe the location criteria
for retail and service businesses.
• For retailers, the location decision is especially crucial.

Retailers must consider the size of the trade area, the volume
of customer traffic, number of parking spots, availability of
room for expansion, and the visibility of a site.

3. Outline the basic location options
for retail and service businesses.
• Retail and service businesses have six basic location

options: central business districts (CBDs), neighborhoods,
shopping centers and malls, near competitors, outlying
areas, and at home.

4. Explain the site selection process
for manufacturers.
U A manufacturer's location decision is strongly influenced by

local zoning ordinances. Some areas offer industrial parks
designed specifically to attract manufacturers. Two crucial
factors for most manufacturers are the reliabilit y (and the
cost of transporting) raw materials and the quality and quan-
tity of available labor.

• A foreign trade zone is a specially designated area in or near
a U.S. customs port of entry that allows resident companies
to import materials and components from foreign countries;
assemble, process, manufacture, or package them; and then
ship the finished product while either reducing or eliminat-
ing tariffs and duties.

• Empowerment zones offer businesses tax breaks on the
investments they make within zone boundaries.

• Business incubators are locations that offer flexible, low-
cost rental space to their tenants as well as business and con-
sulting services. Their goal is to nurture small companies
until they are ready to graduate" into the business coimnu-
nity. Many government agencies and universities offer incu-
bator locations.

S. Describe the criteria used to analyze
e layout and design considerations of
building, including the Americans
ith Disabilities Act.W

• When evaluating the suitability of a particular building, an
entrepreneur should consider several factors: size (is it large
enough to accommodate the business with some room for
growth?); construction and external appearance (is the
building structurally sound and does it create the right
impression for the business?); entrances (are they inviting?);
legal issues (does the building comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act? If not how much will it cost to bring it
up to standard?); signs (are they legible, well located, and
easy to see?); interior (does the interior design contribute to
our ability to make sales, and is it ergonomically designed?);
lights and fixtures (is the lighting adequate for the tasks
workers will be performing, and what is the estimated cost
of lighting?).
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6. Explain the principles of effective
layouts for retailers, service businesses,
and manufacturers.
• Layout for retail stores and service businesses depends on

the owner's understanding of her customers' buying habits.
Retailers have three basic layout options from which to
choose: grid, free-form, and boutique. Some areas of a retail
store generate more sales per square foot and are, therefore,
more valuable.

• The goal of a manufacturer's layout is to create a smooth,
efficient work flow. Three basic options exist: product lay-
out, process layout, and fixed position layout. Two key
considerations are worker productivity and materials han-
dling costs.

DISCUSSJQtQUESTICII4S

I. How do most small business owners choose a location? Is
this wise?

2. What factors should a manager consider when evaluating a
region in which to locate a business? Where are such data
available?

3. Outline the factors important when selecting a state in
which to locate a business.

4. What factors should a seafood processing plant, a beauty
shop, and air jewelry store consider in choosing a
location? List factors for each type of business.

5. What intangible factors might enter into the entrepreneur's
location decision?

6. What are zoning laws? How do they affect the location
decision?

7. What is the trade area" What determines a small retailer's
trade area?

8. Why is it important to discover more than just the number
of passersby in a traffic Count?

9. What types of information can the entrepreneur collect
from census data?

7. Evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of building, buying, and
leasing a building.
to Building a new building gives an entrepreneur the opportu-

nity to design exactly what he wants in a brand-new facility;
however, not every small business owner can afford to tie up
significant amounts of cash in fixed assets. Buying an exist-
ing building gives a business owner the freedom to renovate
as needed, but this can be an expensive alternative. Leasing
a location is a common choice because it is economical, but
the business owner faces the uncertainty of lease renewals,
rising rents, and renovation problems.

10. Why may a "cheap location" not be the 'best location"'
11. What is a foreign trade zone? An empowerment zone? A

business incubator? What advantages and disadvantages
does each one of these offer a small business locating
there?

12. Why is it costly for a small firm to choose a location that is
too small?

13. What function does a small firm's sign serve? What are the
characteristics of an effective business sign?

14. Explain the Americans with Disabilities Act. Which busi-
nesses does it affect? What is its purpose?

15. What is ergonomics? Why should entrepreneurs utilize the
principles of ergonomics in the design of their facilities?

16. Explain the statement: "Not every portion of a small
store's interior space is of equal value in generating sales
revenue." What areas are most valuable?

17. What are some of the key features that determine a good
manufacturing layout?

18. Summarize the advantages and disadvantages of building,
buying, and leasing a building.

Launch The Business Disc and return to the section where
Harry describes various options for a location for your busi-
ness: urban residential, downtown, shopping center, high-
way, or at home. From the "Go To" menu, select "Events
from PART I - A," and click on "Harry explains various

location options." Develop a list of the factors that would
characterize the ideal location for your business. How
would the factors on your list influence the location choices
presented on The Business Disc? What are the advantages
and the disadvantages of the location you chose?
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F 1. Select a specific type of business you would like to go into one day and use census
data and Commerce Department reports from the World Wide Web or the local
library to choose a specific site for the business in the local region. What location
factors are critical to the success of this business? Would it be likely to succeed in

r.	 your hometown?

2.	 Interview a sample of local small business owners. How did they decide on their partic-
ular locations? What are the positive and negative features of their existing locations?

1 Locate the most recent issue of either Entrepreneur or Fortune describing the 'best
cities fur (small) butines" (For. En;reprenur, it is usually the October issue, and for
Fortune, it is normally an issue in November.) Which cities are in the top 10? What
factors did the magazine use to select these cities? Pick a city and explain what makes
it an attractive destination for locating a business there.

4. Select a manufacturing operation, a wholesale business, or a retail store, and evaluate
their layouts using the guidelines presented in this chapter. What changes would you
recommend? Why? Does the layout contribute to a more effective operation?

5. Choose one of the businesses you studied in Exercise 4 and design an improved layout
for the operation. How expensive would these alterations be?

6. Visit the Web site for the Census Bureau at "-"' Z". Go to the census data
for your town and use this information to discuss its suitability as a location for the
following types of businesses:

• a new motel with 25 units

• a bookstore

• an exclusive women's clothing shop

• a Mexican restaurant

• a residential plumber

• a day care center

• a high-quality stereo shop

• a family hair care center

7. Use the resources on the World Wide Web or the local library to prepare a demo-
graphic profile of your hometown or city or of the town or city in which you attend
college. Using the demographic profile as an analytical tool, what kinds of businesses
do you think would be successful there? Unsuccessful? Explain. Use these same
resources to prepare an analysis of the competition in the area.
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